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iINTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The problem of existence of solutions to the equations
uj = k=o Uk pkj ’ -(1.1)
where 1  p. . = 1 ,.1=o kj
is one which, to quote Feller ([ 1968] , p.U07),
"plays an important role in contemporary research".
Solutions to (i.l) have been called variously stationary 
measures (Derman,[195^15 Harris, [1957], [1963]), generalised 
stationary distributions (Chung, [1967]), and invariant distributions 
or measures (Feller, [1968]).
In this thesis we shall follow the nomenclature of Derman and 
Harris, and shall use the term stationary measure to denote a non­
negative solution to (i.l).
Since £ p = 1, the matrix P = (p ) is stochastic, and canj kj ij
be regarded as the transition matrix of a Markov chain. With this 
interpretation of P, the major results concerning (i.l) have been 
obtained using results from probability theory. These have been 
Derman's result [195M, that if the matrix P is recurrent, then 
there is a unique stationary measure for P; and the Harris-Veech 
equations (Harris [1957] and Veech [1963]) which give necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence of a stationary measure 
in the transient case. (For a definition of these terms, see
ii
Chapter I or Chung [1967]).
Thus it would seem that the existence question for 
stationary measures is a closed one.
That this is not so is readily seen by anyone who attempts to 
verify the Harris-Veech conditions for a particular transient P : 
it quickly becomes apparent that this is no trivial matter in all 
but a few simple cases.
It would thus seem desirable to find some method by which the 
Harris-Veech conditions might be circumvented in particular cases.
The particular case considered in this thesis is the matrix 
of the waiting times {W^} for the queue Gl|G|l (Prabhu, [1965],
1 §10). For this matrix (i.l) becomes
= J o  uk cj-k ’ ---(l-2a)
1 = , £ u, . ~£ c ---(1.2b).k=o k -k r30where E c =1.- OO J*
This is in effect a Wiener-Hopf equation with a side condition 
(cf. Feller [1966], p.3Ö5; Spitzer [196U], p.212); however, we do 
not use the Wiener-Hopf approach, but use a method based on the 
Harris-Veech conditions. This method depends on noting that the 
Harris-Veech result not only gives existence conditions for 
stationary measures, but also gives the form of one of the
stationary measures.
iii
By using generating functions, this form has been found 
sufficiently explicitly to enable an easily verifiable sufficient 
condition for the existence of stationary measures for {W^} to
be derived.
The thesis has been set out in five chapters. The first 
of these is mainly expository, and is designed to give an 
introduction to the general theory of Markov chains and their 
stationary measures. An expanded and slightly different proof of 
the result of Harris [1957] is given : this proof brings out more 
explicitly than the proof in [1957] that the Harris-Veech conditions 
ensure, not only the existence of a stationary measure, but the 
existence of a certain type of stationary measure, given by
(K » , .q = lim
k-*»,keK n=l pkj
(n) T T* (h ) n=l Pko » j = 0,1-> • • ---(1*2)
for some subsequence K.
A short summary of the concepts of R-transience and R-recnrrence 
due to Vere-Jones ([1962]) is included, and the idea of z-stationary 
measures and functions is introduced ; these are solutions to
‘j k uk pkj
Z L I) v k pjk k
(1.3)
.U)
respectively.
The second chapter introduces the chain (W } 
mainly to elucidating the form of the quantities
, and is devoted
iv
of (1.2). §2 follows closely the work of Prabhu ([1965], Chapter 
U), and in this section we derive the generating functions of the 
quantities E ^ij^ This enables us in §3 to exhibit a useful
expression for q(K)
■J
(K)The form found in this chapter for q could also have been
J
derived somewhat more briefly from (l.2l) than we have done by
using generating functions; however, the generating function
technique leads much more naturally to the convolution form found
(K )for q , and we have thus preferred to use this method : it is
J
only after considerable manipulation that the natural form derivable 
f1om (l.2l) can be shown to be equivalent to that which we derive, 
and which is by far the mere useful of the two forms.
Two necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
stationary measures for {W^} are found in Chapter III : the 
first of these is a Harris-Veech type condition, and again does not 
seem to be verifiable except in simple cases. The second, however, 
would seem to be a totally new type of condition, and involves the 
solution of an infinite set of equations.
Since both these conditions are equivalent to the existence 
of a stationary measure, they must be themselves equivalent : in §3 
we show that the second is in fact a simplification of the first.
In Chapter IV, a very simple sufficient condition is found for 
the solution of the set of equations mentioned above. This
V/ \ 00 rcondition is that the equation <Mx)= S c ^ x  = 1  ___^  ^
should have a root p < 1. If such a root exists, then we can also 
find an explicit form for a stationary measure for {W^} . §2 gives 
some examples that illustrate the behaviour of certain chains when 
such a root exists.
§3 of Chapter IV presents some uniqueness results : whilst
these are only partial, they do indicate to some extent the nature
of other possible stationary measures.
The thesis ends with a chapter in which z-stationary measures
and functions, 0 < z <_ R, are discussed. Many of the results for
stationary measures are seen to have analogues in the theory of
z-stationary measures, and it is shown that a z-stationary measure
exists under the simple condition
$ (p ) = z  ^ ---(1.6)
for some p <] for which 3>'(p) <_ 0.
A complete result for z-stationary functions is given in §3.
This states that there is always a solution to (i.U) for the
chain {W } , when 1< z < R. 
n  —  —
The results given in Chapters III, IV, and V are all new with 
some minor exceptions, and the conditions (1.5) and (1.6) seem to 
be a significant improvement on anything previously known.
It was hoped that some other results might have been given, 
but space made this impossible. In particular, it seems possible
vi
that the potential theory of this chain could yield interesting 
results (cf. Moy, [1967], and Doob,Snell and Williamson [i960]), 
whilst applications of the theory to qu< ueing theory could also 
prove worthwhile : Theorem 3 of Takacs ([1962], p. 117) could
well provide a starting point.
Whether the methods of this thesis used to evaluate q(K)J
could be applied in other cases is doubtful: in fact, it would
seem that the whole approach to the problem via such evaluation 
has little general woi th and would only work for chains about 
which a large amount of structural information was available.
For tlis reason, no attempt has been made to generalise the 
result to arbitrary stochastic matrices : it is difficult to see 
how such a generalisation might be achieved.
There are several other questions left unanswered at this 
stage. The most important seem to be the question of uniqueness 
(for which a partial answer is given in TV §3), and the question 
of existence of stationary measures in the case when no solution 
to (l.5) exists. In this case we are left with a necessary and 
sufficient condition which, as is shown in IIT §3, is equivalent 
to a Harris-Veech type condition : whether this condition can be 
verified is not known - it does not seem, at first sight, u*i easy
task.
vii
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definitions, assumptions and the proofs of theorems and lemmas.
1CHAPTER I
§1. Although the aim of this thesis is to present some existence 
theorems for stationary measures of random walks, these theorems 
are based to a large extent on the general theory of stationary 
measures for arbitrary Markov chains. This first chapter gives 
an introduction to the general theory, and illustrates some of 
the difficulties which can be bypassed in the rancom walk case.
We consider a Markov chain X , n=0,l,..., defined on an
state space J with a denumerable number of points, indexed by 
the non-negative integers. The Markov chain is taken to be 
temporally homogeneous, with transition probabilities defined 
by
ij Pr{X = jI Xn-1 i).
The matrix P = (p ) with matrix iterates Pn = (p.^) is 
“*■ J **” J
called the transition matrix of the chain; the quantities 
p ^ n  ^ have the natural probabilistic interpretation that
p.(.n) = Pr(X = j I X = i}.■"ij n 1 o
P° is taken to be I, the identity matrix, and thus p_^°^ =
Assumption 1.1 : we shall assume at all times that P is
irreducible; that is, for any pair (i, J) e J *J, there is an
(n)integer n, possibly dependent on (i,j), such that p.. >0.
-** J
Throughout this thesis we shall identify the chain {X ,n=0,1,...}
2.
with its transition matrix P, and shall refer with equal facility
to "the chain {X^}" and ‘'the chain P"; it is not anticipated that
this will cause any confusion.
The period d(j) of the state j is the highest common factor
of those n for which p.^n  ^ > 0; it is a consequence of
J J
irreducibility that d(j) = d, and d is called the period of the 
matrix.
Assumption 1.2 : we shall assume at all times that the chain P is 
aperiodic; that is, d = 1. **
Some use is also made, especially in Chapter I, of the con­
cept of "taboo probabilities", first introduced by Chung ([1967], 
p. ^5 ff.) . For any point k of J these are defined iteratively 
for any (i,j) e J * J, by
. Jl - 6 ..  ]i,7 lk(0 )kPi,1 = 6
(1)
kpij = P
(n)
kPij r:
U
v (n-l)
1  kpir Prj n > 1.
kPij
(n) is then interpreted probabilistically as
Pr{X = j, X + k ,  r=l,..,n-l|X = i}.
The most commonly used of these taboo probabilities are those for 
which k = i and k = j , the so-called "last exit" and "first entrance" 
probabilities.
3 .
Following Feller ([1968], p. 388) and Vere-Jones ([1962], p.15), 
we shall write
_ (n) (n) (n) (n)
jPij fiJ d iPiJ
We now have the well-known first entrance and last exit 
decompositions for n > 1:
(n)
ij 2, f
(r) (n-r)
r=l ij jj
and
Putting
(n) ? (r) 0 (n-r)
PiJ = E, p. . r=l *11 i. , ij
P1J(Z)
. ? „ M n
n=o Pij z
FU (Z)
= T f (n) N II "d•*”3•H1OIIC J ij
V z)-5? 0 (n) 7n - Pn=o ij " i ij
for IzI < 1, we can rewrite (1.2) and (l 3) as
< 1.1)
■(1.2)
*(1.3)
<l.h)
(1.5)
- (1 . 6 )
P.,(z) 
ij = F i j (z) V z) •1 + j ----- (1.7a)
P..(z) 11 = 1 + F..(z) P . .(z) 11 11 ----- (1.7b)
and V l)= P ^ U )  » 1 + j ----- (1.8a)
p ü (z) = 1 + P . .(z) L..(z) 11 11 — (1.8b)
We shall make extensive use of generating function arguments of 
the type which led to (1.7) and (l.8) from (1.2) and (1.3); in 
this connection, we shall also use the general taboo probability
generating function
It will prove convenient at this stage to review some of the
well-known solidarity properties of irreducible aperiodic 
Markov chains, and we do this in
Theorem 1.1 : (i) F (l) <_ 1, for all (i , j ) z J * J.J
(ii) If, for some i z J, F^(l) = 1 > then
F (1) = 1 for all j z J.J J
(iii) lim 
n-*»
exists and is independent of
i for all (i,j) z J * J. Either tt . > 0 for all j z JjOrJ
tt = 0 for all j z J.J
A proof of these results may be found in either Chung [1967] or
Feller [1968].
Because of these solidarity properties, we can formulate 
Definition 1.1 : If, for some j z J,
F (l) = 1, the Markov chain is said to be recurrent; if there J J
is a j such that F.,(l)< 1, the chain is said to be transient.J J
Lemma 1.1 : The chain is recurrent if and only if there exists
j such that P (l) is divergent. The quantities P (l), j z J, J J J J
are either all convergent, in which case the chain is transient, 
or all divergent, in which case it is recurrent.
5.
- (1 . 10)
Proof: From (1.71») we have that
pii(l) - T - S tT i )11
The statements of the lemma are then all consequences of the 
definitions of recurrence and transience, and of the solidarity- 
properties of the F^ (l), mentioned in Theorem l.l(i). **
From Lemma 1.1, we see that in the transient case 
P^(l) < 00, i e J; hence only in the recurrent case is there
any possibility that
tt . = lim p.J „ _  ij n->°°
(n) > 0, j e J.
Definition 1.2 : If tt > 0, j e J , we say the chain is positive
J
recurrent; if tt = 0, j e J, we say the chain is null recurrent.
J
For a further exposition of the basic theory of Markov 
Chains, the reader should see Feller [1968] or Chung [1967].
§2. In this section we review the known results on the 
existence of stationary measures for recurrent chains.
A basic, and motivating, lemma is the following:
Lemma 1.2 : For a positive recurrent chain, the quantities
, . (n)tt = lim p. ,
J n~> lJ
form a unique (up to a multiplicative constant) convergent 
solution to the equations
6.
--- (l.ll)
For a proof of this result see Chung ([1967], p.35). **
We note that, setting u = (u ), we can write (l.ll) as
J
u = u P -- (1.12)
This vector form of (l.ll) will often be used, especially in 
the present chapter.
Definition 1.3 : The equations (l.ll) or (1.12) are called
We shall now see that if P is recurrent, then P admits a 
unique stationary measure. The following theorem was proved 
by Derman [195^].
Theorem 1.2 : If P is the transition matrix of an aperiodic
irreducible recurrent Markov chain, then there is a unique 
vector u = (u^) such that
measure.
(i) u « 1 o
(ii) 0 < < °°, i = 0,1,..
(iii) u = u P.
u^ is given by
---(1.13)
T.
Proof: From Chung ([1967], P*^7 f f.) , we have that
0 < L. (l) = E < -ij o i*ij
lv (r)
Lij(1) = IZ jrtrn+°° t p . .o *11
---(l.lU)
-(1.15)
If Q = (q ) is a recurrent transition matrix, then
lim
n-*>°
'? 0 (r)/ ? , (r)‘r=l qij / r= o 1. -(I.I6)
Then if the chain P is recurrent,
L (l) = E L (l) p + p . ok j=l oj jk *ok
,E L .(1) p,, J=o oj ^jk
since L (l) = F (l) = 1. 00 00
---(1.17)
---(1.18)
Thus setting u = L .(l), we have (i) from (l.l8), (ii) fromtJ '“'U
(l.lU) and (iii) from (1.17); (1.13) follows from (1.15).
We thus only have to show uniqueness.
Suppose that a = (a^), i=0,l,.. is a solution to (1.12)
for which 0 < a. < °°, a =1.1 o
alPutting q = — p , we haveij a^ ji
E q = —  E a. p = 1; by induction, we find that jeJ ij a_^ jeJ j ji
(n) _ fj. ^ (n) .
i j &± * Jip ; and so Q = (q ) is the transition matrixi.1
8.
of an aperiodic, irreducible Markov chain.
(n) (n)Since q = p , 0 (l) must diverge, and hence Qoo *oo ’ oo
is also recurrent; and from (l.l6)
lim
n-*»
(r)
But 1 Hio
qo oo
TrT
§ n (r)1 qio 
o oo
! . w  ./> . w1 J oi / o Poo
— n
1 o P * ‘ O 11
(r) V (r) 
o Foo
n
E P 1 Foi
(r) nE Po pii(r)
Now letting n-^ 00 on both sides, and noting that the last term on 
the right approaches unity, once again from (l.l6), we have that
“ - m
lim
n-x»
P- • o ii
o Poo
Tr)
and the uniqueness of (1.13) is established. **
Thus we find that, if P is recurrent, there is essentially
* unique stationary measure for P: in the next section, we 
review the results known if P is transient.
L3. In [1955], Derman showed, by examples, that in the 
transient case the situation was not as simple. He produced 
chains for which no stationary measures existed, chains for
which an infinite number of stationary measures existed, and 
chains which had unique stationary measures.
9.
Harris [1957] first found a sufficient condition for the 
existence of stationary measures in the transient case, and in 
[1963] Veech showed the necessity of Harris's result. It is 
this necessary and sufficient condition that we shall make use 
of in this thesis, when the chain is the random walk.
Harris [1957] noted that the Chung-Derman solutions to 
the stationary equations, given by (1.13) and (1.15), were of 
the form
00 ( r\)u, = i p ; , k = 0,1,...k n=o o*ok * ’ ’
and thus could be interpreted as the expected number of 
visits to k between visits to zero. Although these quantities 
do not form a stationary measure in the transient case, he was 
led to look for solutions of the form
ui = Qki/Qk°
where Qki = ? P (n) I ^ki
.19) 
(1 .20)
= Expected number of visits from k to 0.
Since the walk is transient and irreducible, we have that 
0 < Qki < «>, (k,i) e J x J.
Lemma 1.3 : For any sequence K' of integers, there exists
a subsequence K of K' for which
f V }
lim = 9^ ' exists, i = 0, 1,...
k-*»,keK
(K)and 0 <q^ < 00.
10.
Proof : Since the event {X^ = j | X^ = k)decomposes into
the union of the two mutually exclusive events
{X = j, X = i, some r = l,.,n-l| X = k} n r ’ ’ ’ 1 o
and {X = j, X I i, all r = l,.,n-l I X = k} ,n r o
we have, for k | j ,
Q, , = Z, Pr{X = j |X = k} kj n=l n 1 o
= E Pr{X = i, X = i, some r=l,.,n-l|X =k} n=l n u r * 1 o
(n)
J
(n)
J
(n)
+ E.Pr{X =j,X n=l n ° r 1 i*r=l,
00 "r1 (r) (n-r) 00
n=l p, . .p., +r=l ki lij nil iPl
00 “ (r) (n-r) S. .p. n=l lr=l 1 .,p, . .p. . +n=r+lki lij
00 (r) - (n) 00
r=l P, . L. .p. , +ki n=l lij n=l ip:
• Lij(1) + ipkj(1) - (1 . 21)
From (l.2l) we see that
^  > L. . (l)Q ij
and reversing the roles of i and j in (1.22) gives
[V 1)rl > \ j /Qk i> Lij(1) -
Thus the quantities Q, /Q, . are bounded away from zero andkj ki
infinity by bounds independent of k.
-(1 . 22)
-(1.23)
11.
We can therefore find a subsequence = {k.^}, i=l,2,.. 
of K' such that
lim [Q / 0 ] = i f 1’ exists‘
Similarly we can find a subsequence = {k^}, i=l,2,.. 
of such that
lim [Q^2 /  Q^J = exists, and so on.
k-x»,keK2 °
Then setting K = {k.t}, j = 1,2,.. we see that
«J J
from (1.23), the lemma holds. **
The above lemma will be appealed to more than once in the 
ourse of this thesis : its first use is in the following theorem, 
due to Harris [1957] and Veech [19^3].
theorem 1.3 : For an aperiodic irreducible Markov chain P
which is transient, a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
xistence of'a stationary measure is that there exist a 
subsequence K of states such that
for each i = 1,2,..; and putting
—  1 ( IT )we see that, since 00 > [L. (l)] > q. > L  ,(l)>0jo j oj
OO
lim lim 
j k-^ °°,keK r=J i
•(1.21*)
12.
Proof: We first show that (l.2U) is a necessary and
sufficient condition for q(K* ) lim , \ i / \ o yl 0,;L’“k-*» ,keK
to be a stationary measure, for seme K* a subsequence of K.
Rearrangement gives
Q . = Eki n=l ki
00 OO
p, . + E_ E p. (n p *ki n=2 r=o kr ri
p, . + E Q, p . ki r=o k.r ri
Hence, for k i, and j < k,
- (1 . 25)
Qki J-l Qkr 004- T Qkr pki
\ o  " r = o Q ko Pri
* L ♦r=j \ o  Pri \ o
oo
4- V r Qk i Li r (l)
r (n)-i
n=l ipkr
r=° Qko P ri  ^ Zj ,r=j Qko J ri
pk i / \ o  (from (1>21))
E p . + E. L. 1 p .r=o Q, rn  Q. r=i lr riko ko
E. .P, (l)p ./Q.•=j l kr *ri< *ko_ -(1.26)
(o)since .p,l^kr 6, [i - V  ].kr ki
k^keK'
Lotting K' be a subsequence of K such that
( IT 1 \q. exists for i = 0,1,..
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(as we can do from lemma 1.3), we take limits in (l.2() first
with k through K', and then with j . This leads to 
_(K') “ (K£ 9 > Pri
(iC’) T  ? T hi+ q. lim Y. L. (1)
1 . r=j lrr—o r
+ lim lim
~ OO
.P, (1) p . /Q,_r=j 1 kr *ri / koj-*00 k-*»
keK’
J »n
•(1.27)
Now from (1.26) with j = 1 we see that
CO
E-. L. (l) p . < 1: hence r=l lr *ri
lim Lir(l) pri = °- ---(1'28)j-*” J
Also, from (l.2l) we have
\ i (l - L <1» = iPk . (1)
and hence, since L^^(l) < 1 if the walk is transient,
\ o ipki(1)
'ko 0. . - 1-L. .(1) -ki li
Thus lim lim
j-*» k-x^ jkeK'
E, .P, (1) p . / Q. r=j l kr ^n/ ko
(K*)[1 - L..(1)] q. lim lim
11 1 j-H» k-^>,keK’ r=j iPkr(l)pri/iPki(l)..
---(1.29)
From (1.27), (1.28) and (1.29) we see that
{ (K1)lj }, j=0,l,..,is a stationary measure if and only if
(1.2*0 holds. -(1.30)
Thus (1.2U) is clearly sufficient for the existence of a 
stationary measure: this result is that proved by Harris in [1957].
lU
The necessity of (l.2U) for the existence of a 
stationary measure was proved by Veech in [1963]; he used the 
reversed chain method (as in the last part of Theorem 1.2 above) 
and then applied a theorem of Doob on existence of solutions 
to the equation
x = Q x ,
where Q is the reversed chain matrix. The majority of the 
proof is manipulation, and is not instructive to the later 
work in this thesis, so will not be reproduced. * *
At this stage it would seem natural to seek solutions 
not only to the stationary equations (1.12), but also to the 
equations
x = P x .
A solution to these equations is called a stationary 
function : and it is well-known that at least one stationary 
function, given by x. = 1, always exists, since the matrix is 
stochastic.
A second result, due to Doob, is referred to in Veech [1963] 
and is used to prove the latter half of the above theorem. It 
assures us that we can always find a subsequence K such that
Qiklim -—  = v. exists, and
k-*°°,k£K x>k
satisfies v = P v , when P is a transient chain.
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Thus the question of stationary functions would appear a
closed one; however, as we noted at the beginning of this
section, in the transient case there may not be stationary
measures for P, and it is this existence problem that we now
go into, using the above theorem.
We give two examples when (1.2^) can be evaluated:
Example 1.1: Let P be the transition matrix of a transient
chain, and suppose P has only a finite number of entries in
each column; that is, for each ieJ, there exists L(i) such
that p = 0, k > L( i). ki
00
Then for k > 1 > L(i), E, .P, (l) p . = 0; and hence we canr=j i kr ri
take K = J , the state space, and a stationary measure exists.
bcample 1.2: Derman [195 5 J showed that for a renewal process,
that is, a chain for which p., = 0, j ^ 0, i+1, there is no
J
stationary measure in the transient case.
oo
For this chain, E. .p (l) p . = 0, i < j < k, i I 0 r=j l kr ri 1
= oPko(l)^  = ° ’ 0 < J< k ’
J-l , ,since rE1 ^ ^(l) Pr- = 0, k > j ;
and the limit in (l.2U) is zero if i 4 0» but unity if i = 0.
We have thus verified from (1.2^) that the renewal process has 
no stationary measure. **
However, it often proves difficult, if not impossible, to
l 6 .
e v a l u a t e  t h e  q u a n t i t i e s  i n  ( 1 . 2 4 ) ;  and as f a r  a s  t h e  a u th o r  
knows, t h e  above two exam ples a r e  t h e  o n ly  ones i n  w hich i t  has  
been  done d i r e c t l y .
The ap p ro a c h  t o  t h e  prob lem  w hich  we t a k e  u t i l i s e s  t h e  
f o l l o w in g  lemma, w hich  i s  an e a sy  c o r o l l a r y  o f  Theorem 1 . 3 .
Lemma 1 .4  : F o r  an i r r e d u c i b l e  a p e r i o d i c  Markov c h a in  w hich  i s
t r a n s i e n t ,  a  n e c e s s a r y  and s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d i t i o n  f o r  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  
o f  a  s t a t i o n a r y  m easu re  i s  t h a t  t h e r e  e x i s t  a  s u b seq u e n c e  K such
t h a t
and {q (.K) 
d
i . x i  (K) .l im  - —  = q . e x i s t s
k-*50 ,keK \ o  1
} forms a s t a t i o n a r y  m e a su re .
f o r  i o, i , . .
P r o o f : Theorem 1 .3  t e l l s  us t h a t  ( 1 .2 4 )  i s  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  t h e
e x i s t e n c e  o f  a  s t a t i o n a r y  m e a su re .  The p r o o f  o f  t h a t  th e o re m ,
up t o  ( 1 . 3 0 ) ,  shows t h a t  (1 .2 4 )  i s  a l s o  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  t h e
e x i s t e n c e  o f  a  K such  as i s  d e s c r i b e d  i n  t h e  lemma; and t h e
e q u a t in g  o f  t h e s e  two e q u i v a l e n t  c o n d i t i o n s  l e a d s  t o  ou r  r e s u l t .  **
I n  t h e  n e x t  s e c t i o n  we t u r n  t o  some d i f f e r e n t  c o n c e p t s .
( K )We r e t u r n  t o  t h e  t a s k  o f  e v a l u a t i n g  t h e  q . , j = 0 , l , . . , i n  C h a p te r
J
I I .
§4. We n o te  from  Lemma 1 . 1 ,  t h a t  i f  t h e  c h a in  i s  t r a n s i e n t ,  t h e n  
th e  s e r i e s
_ / \ ® (n )  nP . . ( z ) =  I p . . z ,
1 1  n=o 1 1 i  = 0 , 1 , . .
IT.
are all convergent for z = 1. It is therefore possible that some 
at least of the P (z) have radii of convergence which are greater 
than unity.
Vere-Jones([1962] , [l967])first explored this possibility, 
and proved the following solidarity theorem :
Theorem l.h : (i) If any one of the series P^(z), i = 0,1,...
has radius of convergence R > 1, then all have.
(ii) The quantities R_^ = R >_ 1, i = 0,1,..
(iii) Either P.„(R) < °°, i = 0,1,.. or all the 11
series P ^(R) are divergent.
(iv) Either F..(R) < 1, all i = 0,1,.. or 11
F (R) = 1, all i = 0,1,... .
(n) n(v) The sequences p R , n=0,l,... approach 
zero for all i, or for none.
Proofs of all the above statements are in Vere-Jones [1962]. 
(i), (ii), (iii), and (v) are all consequences of irreducibility; 
(iv) can again be deduced from (iii) and (l.Tb). **
In view of the remarkable similarity between Theorem l.U 
and the results of §1, it is natural to formulate (Vere-Jones,
[1962])
Definition l.b :(i)A Markov chain is said to be R-recurrent if
there exists i such that F„.(R) = 1, where R is the radius of11
convergence of P__(z).
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(ii) If F..(R) < 1, i = 0,1,.. then the chain is saidli
to be R-transient.
(iii) An R-recurrent chain is said to be R-null if the 
(n ) nsequences p R -* 0, i = 0,1,.. ; otherwise it is called 
R-positive. **
Definition 1.3 : Following Vere-Jones [1967], we call R, the
common radius of convergence of the series P^(z), the conver­
gence parameter of the chain. **
The next definition is the natural analogue of Definition
1.3.
Definition 1.6 : (i) A sequence {u }, j=0,l,.., is said to be
J
an R-stationary measure for the matrix P with convergence parameter
R if {u„} is a solution to the equations 
J
R k£o \  Pkj j = 0,1,.. -(1.31)
or in vector form, u is an R-stationary measure if it solves
x = R x P --- (1.32)
The equations (l.3l) are called the left R-stationary equations.
(ii) A sequence {v } , j=0,l,... is called an R-stationary
J
function if it solves
yJ = R k i o pj k yk > 3 = °.l.-• --- (1.33)
The equations (1.33) are called the right R-stationary equations.**
The next two theorems exhibit the strong analogy with 
l-transience and 1-recurrence.
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Theorem 1.5 : Let P be a transient transition matrix, and
suppose P is R-recurrent, where R is the convergence parameter
of P. Then vectors u = (u6), v = (vs) exist such that v =u =1,= J = J ° o
and
(i) u is the unique solution of (1.32) for which u = 1 
(ii) v is the unique solution of (1.33) with v = 1.
Proof: (Vere-Jones, [1962]). Put
\  “ Lok(R)> vk = Fko(R)- — (1.34)
We have, for z <_ R,
OOV z) = zPoj + z i=l Loi(z) pij ---(1.35)
and
OO
F. (z) = z p „ + z p F (z). ---(1.36)10 *10 j=l jo
Since L (R) = F (R) = 1 if P is R-recurrent, we see that u is 0 0 0 0  =
an R-stationary measure and v an R-stationary function by letting 
M R i n  (1.35) and (1.36).
The uniqueness of u and v comes from applying Theorem 1.2 
to the 1-recurrent matrices defined by
s. . = R u p . / u. ,ij j ji/ 1
t. = R p . .  V. f v ,ij ij JI 1
respectively. **
The next theorem treats the R-transient case. It is due 
to Pruitt, and a complete proof may be found in [196L].
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Theorem 1.6 : If P is an R-transient irreducible aperiodic
chain, then an R-stationary measure exists if and only if there 
is a sequence K such that
rlj iPkr(R) Pri/ 1Pki(R)]= 0 ’i=0>1>--
--- (1.37)
P admits an R-stationary function if and only if there exists K 
such that
lim lim 
j-x» k-*»,keK
lim lim 
j->oo k-x»,keK
E, .P , (R) p. /.P.. (R) r=j l rk *ir/  l lk = 0 ,i=0 ,1,. .
-(1.38)
Proof: We form a substochastic matrix Q = (q.,,), with----  ij
ij = R p y«/y. , where {y } is any solution to J J
R T y. ±  x; such a y always exists if P is R-transient. Then an 
R-stationary functionfbr P exists if and only if a stationary 
measure for Q exists; this is equivalent to (l.2U) holding for Q, 
which is again equivalent to (1.38) holding for P.
(1.37) is proved by a similar appeal to Theorem 1.3. **
We note that, for R = 1, (1.37) reduces to (1.24), as we 
would expect. However, we see that in the R-transient case, 
we have a necessary and sufficient condition (1.38) for the 
existence of R-stationary functions: this contrasts with Doob's 
result, which tells us that 1-stationary functions always exist.
In the next three chapters we shall discuss, for the 
random "walk, the existence of stationary measures. We return to 
R-stationary measures and functions in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER I I
§1. In  t h i s  s e c t i o n  we in t ro d u c e  t h e  Markov ch a in  upon which 
th e  r e s t  o f  t h i s  t h e s i s  w i l l  he c e n t r e d .
The n o ta t io n  o f  th e  fo l lo w in g  p a rag rap h s  w i l l  he s t a n d a r d ,  
and w i l l  u s u a l l y  he r e f e r r e d  t o  w ith o u t  r e f e r e n c e  to  th e  
d e f in in g  e q u a t io n s .
Let {Xr } , n = l , 2 , . . ,  be a sequence o f  random v a r i a b l e s  
which a r e  in d e p e n d e n tly  and i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d ,  w ith
Pr{Xn = r}  = cr  , r  = . . . ,  - 1 , 0 , 1 , . . .  ----- ( 2 . 1 )
00
where I c = 1 .
- o o  r
We denote  by S th e  sum o f  th e  f i r s t  n o f  t h e  X .:  t h a t  i s ,  wen l
put
S = X, + X0 + . .  + X , n > 1. n 1 2 n —
For co n v en ien ce ,  we s h a l l  ta k e  S = 0 .o
I t  i s  well-known t h a t  th e  sequence {S^} , n = l , 2 , . . , i s  a 
Markov ch a in  d e f in e d  on th e  i n t e g e r s , w ith
Pr{S _ =* J |S = i )  = c , n = 1 , 2 , .  .
This c h a in ,  w ith  th e  t r a n s i t i o n  p r o b a b i l i t i e s  as a f u n c t io n  o f  
th e  d i f f e r e n c e  o f  t h e  s t a t e s ,  i s  known as an u n r e s t r i c t e d  
random w alk. I t  has been s tu d ie d  e x t e n s i v e l y ,  and th e  b e s t  
g e n e ra l  r e f e r e n c e  to  i t  i s  undoubted ly  S p i t z e r  [ 196U].
S p i t z e r  ( [ I 96U] ,  p .212  f f . )  c o n s id e r s  th e  q u e s t io n  o f  
s t a t i o n a r y  m easures and s t a t i o n a r y  fu n c t io n s  f o r  th e
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substochastic matrix defined by
qij = V i  • =
in the case when the underlying random walk {S^} is recurrent.
He also looks at the existence of stationary functions when the
walk is transient and drifts to the left ([196H], p. 3^1).
However, it is not with this substochastic matrix that
we are concerned, but rather with the random walk restricted to
ihe non-negative integers and normalised at zero to make P, the
transition matrix, stochastic.
This is most easily defined as a chain {W •}, n=0,l,..
where is given iteratively by
W = max (0,W • + X ). ---(2.2)n n-1 n
This random walk will be recognised as the waiting time of 
"t hthe n arriving customer in the queue GI/G/1, in which the service
times A and the inter-arrival times B are integer-valued. X n n n
is given by - B^. (see Prabhu [1965], chapter 1 §10).
Although Prabhu [19651 will be of considerable aid in the
next section, it is not in the queueing context that we consider
the chain {W }, but rather as a restricted random walk-. To see n
that it is so, we look at the transition matrix P of {W }.n
For j + 0, p.. = Pr{W + X = j |W = i}1 ij n-1 n 1 n-1
= Pr{X = j-i} n
= c. ---(2.3a)
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For j=0, p.. = Pr{W _ + X < 0|W = i)lj n-1 n — 1 n-1
= Pr{X < - i} n —
*  00
= E c .-i r (2.3b)
E p = E c + E c j=o lj -i r j=l j-i
= E c -oo r
= 1,
and P is stochastic. {W } is thus the restriction of {S } ton n
the non-negative integers, with p weighted to make P stochastic.
For the remainder of this thesis, the term "random walk" will 
he applied to the chain {W }: the chain {S } will he referred to
as the underlying, or unrestricted random walk. This will not, 
it is hoped, lead to any confusion.
An important method of proof with random walk problems is the 
duality principle (Feller [1967], p. 377). This depends on the 
interchangeability of the X , and on taking the variables 
(X^,...,Xn) in reverse order. The following lemma is included 
both as an example of this principle and because of its use in 
Chapter V.
Lemma 2.1 : P r ^  > 0,..,Sn x > 0, S = 0}= Pr{S < 0,..,S _ <0,S =0}n 1" n-1 n
Proof : P r ^  > 0,.. ^ n _ ± > 0, S = 0} n
= Pr{X1 > 0,..., Xx + . .. + X . > 0, X. + . . . + X = 0} n-1 1 n
= Pr{X > 0,.. , X +.. n 7 n . + X_ > 0, X. + ... + X =0} 2 ’ 1 n
2k
(since the are independent and identically distributed)
= Pr{X +X , + . . + X > X  , + + X,,.., X +.. + X.> X . X  + ..+X =0}n n-1 1 n-1 1 n 1 1 1 n
= Pr{S > S . ,.., S > S. , S = 0 }  n n-1 n 1 n
= Pr{ 0 > S _,.. , 0 > S., S = 0} **n-1 7 I n
In our working the above proof will normally be abbreviated to
Pr{S, > 0,..,S , > 0, S = 0 }1 7 ’ n-1 n
= Pr{S > S . ,..,S > S. , S = 0}n n-1 n I n
= Pr{Sn < 0,..,S . < 0, S =0}1 n-1 n
by the duality principle.
Since we shall be attempting to find stationary measures for 
the chain we shall, in the light of Theorem 1.3, always
make
Assumption 2.1 : Unless the contrary is expressly stated, we
shall at all times assume the chain {W } to be transient. **n
The following lemma gives the most useful criteria for 
recurrence and transience of for our purposes.
Lemma 2 . 2 .a: (Spitzer, [i960]; Kemperman, [1961], p. 8l)
(i) A necessary and sufficient condition for {Wr} to be 
transient is that
Z. -  Pr{S <0 }  < 00 ---(2.U)n=l n n —
(ii) A necessary and sufficient condition for to be
positive recurrent is that
Z, -  Pr{S >0} ---(2.5)n=l n n
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(iii) {W } is null recurrent if and only if both the series n
in (2.U) and (2.5) are divergent. **
Before giving the second set of criteria for recurrence and 
transience, we make the following definition of infinite 
expectation.
Put X+ = max (0,X), X = max (0,-X); then X = X+ - X .
We shall say
(i) E(X) = + * if E(X+) = E(X“)< °°.
(ii) E(X) = - oo if e (X+) < °o, E(X") = °°.
Using these definitions, Miller [1966], following Spitzer 
[1956], showed
Lemma 2.2.b : {W } is----------- n
(i) transient, if 0 < E(X) <_
(ii) positive recurrent, if <_ E(X) < 0,
(iii) null recurrent, if E(X) = 0. **
Spitzer [1956], and Kemperman ([l96l], p. TT) had shown these 
results under the condition that E(|X|) < °°, which ensured that 
both E(X+) and E(X ) would be finite.
From this lemma we have characterisations of recurrence and 
transience which will be of use in later chapters.
Another result of particular interest, especially in view of 
the results of §U of the previous chapter, is the following
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Lemma 2.3; (Heathcote, [1967]) If the random walk {W^} is 
transient and has convergence parameter R > 1, then it is also 
R-transient. **
From this result, and from Theorems 1.3 and 1.6, we see 
that the existence of both stationary and R-stationary measures 
depends upon the fulfilment of Harris - Veech type equations 
when {W^} is transient. In this and the following two 
chapters, we shall examine the question of stationary measures : 
the existence of R-stationary measures is discussed in Chapter 
IV.
For the underlying random walk, the concept of ladder 
indices and ladder heights, discussed in detail by Feller (see 
[1967], p. 190), will prove useful.
Definition 2.1 : N is said to be an ascending ladder index for
{S^} if >_ S , j =0,... N-l; it is called a strong ascending 
ladder index if the inequality is strict, and weak otherwise. 
Strong and weak descending ladder indices are defined analogously, 
with the inequality reversed. **
Definition 2.2 : j is called a strong ascending ladder height if
N is a strong ascending ladder index and S^ = j. Weak ascending, 
and descending, ladder heights are defined analogously. **
We are usually concerned with strong ascending ladder indices 
and heights, and'when there is no chance of misunderstanding shall
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refer to them merely as ladder indices and ladder heights.
When weak or descending ladder heights are mentioned, they will 
he referred to expressly as such.
The following quantities will often he used, and 
for them is introduced here.
notation
^or n > 1, j > 0, put
un(j) = Pr{n is a ladder index, and Sn = j}
= Pr{S > S-,.., S > S  _ , S =j> n 1 n n-1 n
= Pr{S >0,.., S >0, S = j}1 ’ n-1 n
hy the duality principle.
— — {2.6)
The generating function of the u^(j) we denote by 
u(x,z) = 1 + n|1 z11 un(j).
Also for n > 1, j < 0, let
---(2.7)
v (j) = Pr{n is a weak descending ladder index, and Sn = j}
= Pr{S < 0, .. , S < 0, S = j}1 — n-1 — n
and put
---(2.8)
v(j’z) = n=i zIlvn(j) ---(2.9)
We also write
v*U,z) = v( j ,z)
For convenience, we define for n > 1,
---(2.10)
un(j) =0, j £ 0 ---(2.11)
vn(j) =0, j > 0 ---(2.12)
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For the chain {W^} we now attempt to use Lemma 1.4 by finding
rather more useful expressions for the quantities 
(K) lim
k-*»,keK Qi
§2. This section is based on Prabhu ([1965], chapter 4) 
where essentially the same calculations are performed in the 
general case, the being either discrete or continuous. The 
working is done in some detail, and some misprints in §4.3 of 
Prabhu are corrected.
For j >_ 0, let
T( j) = min (n : J + Sn <_ 0).
T(j) is the first entry time, or hitting time, of the set 
of states (-00, - j ] in the underlying random walk.
We need
Lemma 2.4 : The generating function of the quantities
Pr{T(j) > n, j + = k} is given by
J o  Z" J l  xk Pr{T(j) » n. J + Sn = k}
= u(x,z)[l + J? X11 v( Z,z) ], |z I <1, |x I <1
---(2.13)
where u(x,z) and v(£,z) are defined by (2.7) and (2.9)*
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Proof : Let m be the index at which min (j+ S , r = 0,..,n)----- n u r
is last attained.
Then
Pr{T(j) > n, j + S = k}
= Z Pr{T(j) > n, j + S = k , m = m} m=o ° u n ’ n
n-1 1= m|1 ^  Pr{j + Sr >_ j + Sm , r = 0,1,.. ,m-l,
j + S r > j + S m ,r = m+1,..,n-l,
J + Sm = £, k = j + Sn > U
+ Pr{j + S1 > j,.. , j + Sn_1 > j, k = j + Sn > j}
+ Pr{j + S > j + S , r=0,..,n-l, k=j + S > 0} ---( 2.lU)
The summation over l in the first term of (2.lU) is from 1 to j
since, if m > 1, S < 0, and hence i + S < j ; and if T(j)> n,n — m — m —n n
S + j > 1. m —n
Continuing (2.lU) using the duality principle, we find,
since the set (X^,..,Xm ) is independent of the set (Xm+^,..,Xn)
Pr{T(j) > n, j + Sn = k} 
n-1 j
m=l l-l m r+1— ’ * * *
C + X >0, r = m+1,.. ,n-l,
m + 1  r  *
X, + ... + X1 m 5,-j, X + ... + X = u ’ n m+1
+ Pr{S, >0,...,S . > 0, 0 < S = k-j}1 n-1 n
+ Pr{S_, <0,.., S < 0, S = k-j < 0}. 1 — n-1 — n —
k-Ä > 0}
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n-1 j
E. Pr{S < 0,.., S . < 0, £-j = S < 0} . m=l £=1 1 —  m-1 —  ° m —  J
Pr{Sn > 0,..., S > 0, k-£ = S > 0}1 n-m-1 n-m
+ Pr{S. > 0,..., S _ > 0, S = k-j > 0}1 ’ n-1 n °
+ Pr{S, < 0,..., S . < 0, S = k-j < 0}1 —  n-1 —  n —
_£n V U) u (k-j-£)m=l £=-j+± in n-m
+ un (k-j) + vn(k-j) -(2.15)
n kNow multiplying both sides of (2.15) by z x , and summing we get
Z zn E xk Pr{T(j) > n, j + S = k} n=o k=l ° n
z° .E. xk Pr{T(j) > 0, j + S = k}K—i. o
oo oo , n—1 o
+ I Zn E x E E v U )  u (k-j-*) n=l k=I m= I. £=1-j m n-m
+ E zn E xk u (k-j) + ? zn E xk v (k-j)n=l k=l n ° n=l k=l n u
° £ m „E.. . x
...... m=l Z £=1-^
+ xj E zn E xk_J u (k-j) + x^ E zn E xk”J v (k-j) n=l k=l n n=l k=l n
_ - / „ \ “ “ n-m k-£-j s- ,  v (£) , E, E , z x u (k-j-£)n-m
= x ( E x* E z v (£))( E E zn x u (k)) v£=l-j m=l m } vk=l n=l n J
q  a OO OO OO i
+ E . X36 E. zn v (k-j) + 1 + E, .Z- zn X u (k) £=1-j n=l n ° n-1 k=l n
x^ u(x,z) 1 + t£i_j x v<*’z)_
We use this expression in deriving
Lemma 2.5 : The generating function of the quantities p
-(2.16)**
(n)
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t h e  n - s t e p  t r a n s i t i o n  p r o b a b i l i t i e s  of{Wn ) , i s  g iven  by
n£0 zn j £ 0 xJ pk ' n) = u ( x , z ) £  v » ( k , z )  + xk + xk J=Ek+1 X'5 v ( j , z ) J ,
I Z I < 1 ,  |x I <1  ----- (2 .17 )
P roof  : p . ^  = Pr{W = j  |W = i }--------- * i j  n 1 o
= Pr{max (0,W . + X ) = j  |w = i }n-1 n u 1 o
= Pr{max (0,max (0 ,  Wn_ 2 + X ^ )  + Xn ) ~  j |WQ = i )
= Pr{max (0 ,  X , W 0 + X + X ) = j | w  = i}* n n-2  n-1  n °  1 o
= Pr{max (o ,  Xn> Xn + X ^ , . . . ,  Wq + .+Xn )-J  |WQ=i>
= Pr{max ( 0 ,  s i »-*  i  + Sn > = J } ------- (2 .18 )
by t h e  d u a l i t y  p r i n c i p l e .
Now l e t  M be t h e  index a t  which n
max (O.S,  . . . . .  S . , k + S ) i s  f i r s t  a t t a i n e d .* 1* ’ n-1  n
For n >1,  i 
(n)
f ind . from ( 2 . 18 )
n
£ Pr{W = j , M = m|W = k}m=o n u > n 1 0
n-1
£, Pr{S < S , n 0 0 • 0 3 1m=l r m
S < s , r  = m+1, . . .n-1 .r — m 7 7 I
k hh S <n — s  . s  = j >m m
+ Pr{S. <_ 0 , . . , S , < 0 , k+S < 0 } . 61 * n-1  — * n — j o
+ Pr {S < k+S ,, r  = 0 , . . , n - l ,  k + S = j }r n n
n-1
£,m=l Pr{S1 > 0 , . . . , S > 0 ,  S = j  > 0 ) .m-i  m
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Pr{S ,  < 0 , . .  , S < 0 ,  S < -k}1 — n-m-1 — n-m —
+ Pr{S ,  < 0 ,  . . .  S .. < 0 .  k + S < 0} .  6.1 — ’ n - 1  — n — j o
+ Pr{k  + S > 0 , . . ,  k + S > 0 ,  k + S = j  > 0 } ,  1 n -1  n
----- ( 2 . 1 9 )
a g a i n  by t h e  d u a l i t y  p r i n c i p l e  and t h e  in d e p e n d e n c e  o f  t h e  s e t s
( X _ , . . . , X  ) and (X X ) .  The second  t e r m  o n ly  e x i s t s  f o r1 m m+l n
j = 0 ,  s i n c e  o b v i o u s l y
Pr{max ( 0 , S  , . . , S  +k) = j ,  M = 0} = 0 i f  j  > 0 .  j- n n
R e w r i t i n g  ( 2 .1 9 )  u s i n g  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n s  o f  §1 l e a d s  t o ,  f o r  n > 1 ,
(n) n -1 - k - kZ. u  ( j )  flI v U )  + . E v U )  . 6 m=l m i = - ° °  n-m Z = - ° °  n j o
+ P r{T(k )  > n ,  k+S = j  > 0} .n - ( 2 . 2 0 )
We know t h a t
pk10) = {kj  = Pr{T(k )  > 0 ,  k  + So = j } .
Hence m u l t i p l y i n g  ( 2 . 2 0 )  by zn x^ w i t h  | z |  < 1 ,  | x |  < 1 ,  and 
summing o v e r  n and j  l e a d s  t o
OO 00
E E z x J p. . * i  zn ,2 x'1 l  u ( j )  E v U )n=o j= o  hkj  n= l  j= o  m=l m 2,=-°° n-m
♦ 1  z n 2  X'1n = l  j=o
- k
. E v U ) . 6 .  SL=-°° n
00 n 00
+ E z E, x J P r { T ( k ) > n ,  k+S = j  > 0} n=o j = l  n
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= E z“  E xJ u ( j ) E zn-rn £k v U )  m=l j=o m n=m+l £=-°° n-m
oo —k
+ E zn E v U )  n=l £=-«> n
+ E zn Pr{T(k) > n ,  k+S = j }n=o j = l  n
= u ( x , z ) .  nE1 zn äE- od vn (£) + xk u ( x , z ) [ l  + Ä| 1_k x £ v ( £ , z ) ]
( from L emma 2.4)
= u ( x , z )  [v*(-k,z) + xk + xk x £ v U , z ) ]  ----- (2 .21 )
and t h i s  i s  p r e c i s e l y  our r e s u l t .  **
As we have s a i d ,  t h e  above two lemmas have been based  on 
Prabhu  [1965 ] ,  pp.  l48  and 150;  t h e  g e n e r a t i n g  f u n c t i o n  found i n  
Lemma 2 .5  cou ld  a l s o  have been  deduced from Theorem 18 .2  in  
Kemperman [1961 ].
§3. From Lemma 2 .5  we a r e  now a b le  t o  d e r i v e  f a i r l y  e x p l i c i t
e x p r e s s io n s  f o r  Q. = E, p. .kj  n=l  kj
(n) We no te  t h a t ,  s i n c e  p ( o )
( n )
k j ’
f o r  k ^ j  we have = ^E^ p ^ “ ' » ^he fo l l o w in g  s e c t i o n  we 
s h a l l  u se  t h i s  w i th o u t  remark .  S ince  we s h a l l  l a t e r  t a k e  t h e  
l i m i t  w i th  k ,  i t  w i l l  always be a r e a s o n a b l e  n o t a t i o n .
Put
Qk j (z)  = n io  pk j n) ----- ( 2 ’22)
We can th e n  r e w r i t e  ( 2 . 2 l )  as
j £ 0 x^ Qkj ( z ) = u ( x , z )  J v * ( - k , z )  + xk + xk x 4 v U , z ) ]
----- (2 .2 3 )
3U.
By letting x i 0 in (2.23) we find 
Lemma 2.6 : Q = v*(-k,l)KO
= 1. Pr{S, < 0,..,S < 0, S < -k) ---(2.2U).
Proof : Taking the limit as x I 0 in both sides of (2.23) gives
us, by the monotone convergence theorem, that
Qko(z) = u(0,z) v*(-k,z). ---(2.25)
u(0,z) = lim u(x,z) 
x+0
00 ,
= 1 + lim Z.. zn  ^x^ u (j) in n=l 1 n x+O
= 1, for I z I <1, since un(j)<_l. ---(2.26)
From (2.25) and (2.26) we see that
QkQ(z) = v*(-k ,z). ---(2.27)
Letting z + 1 in (2.27) leads to our result, again by the monotone 
convergence theorem. **
Now let R be the number of returns from k > 0 to the origin inK
the walk {W }. We know that Q. = p.n ko n=l ^ko
" E (Rk }-
Since Pr{S. < 0,..,S < 0,S =j} = Pr{S < S. ,..,S < S _, S =j}1 —  n-1—  n u n —  1 ’ n—  n-1 n
= Pr{n is a weak descending ladder index and j},
by the duality principle, the above lemma leads to the following
interesting interpretation :
Lemma 2.7 : For the random walk (W } ,
E(Rk ) = E(L'k)
35
where L' is the number of weak descending ladder heights below 
K.
-k. **
Now for j >_ 1, we put
u(j) = nil un(j)
Pr{Sn > 0,.., S > 0, S n=l 1 n-1 n
= Pr {j is a ladder height}.
We put u(o) = 1,
u(r) = 0, r < 0,
and use this notation in deriving an expression for Qkj
---(2.28)
---(2.29)
when
J + o.
Lemma 2.8 : For j ^ 0, we have
(i) if j <_ k, Qk . = u(j) v*(-k, l) +
(ii) if J > k, Qkj = u(j) v*(-k,l) +
r|1 u(j-r)
Ji u(^“r)
v(r-k,l)---(2.30)
v(r-k,l)
+ u(j-k) ---(2.31)
Proof : In (2.23) we let z t 1. This gives us, by monotonicity,
that
jSo = u(x>1) [v*(-k,i) + xk + xk £|1_k v(£,l)]
---(2.32)
where u(x,l) = lim u(x,z) 
z+1
= 1 + lim £ zn . E x'^ u (j) 
z+l~ n=1 J=1 n
= 1 + x J u(j)
= ji0 u(j) ---(2.33)
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Since u(j) £ 1, we have convergence of the right side of (2.32), 
and hence of the left, for |x| <1.
We now expand the right side of (2.32), and equate coefficients
of both sides. This gives, for |x| < 1,
oo
E xJ Q =j=o k^j xj U(J)' v*(-k,l) + xk + xk E x5, v(l9l)* i=l-k 9
S | xJ[u(j) v«(-k,l)]
J - °
+ Ek xJ u(j-k)
+ ji0 xJ u(j) . X1 vU-k,l)
= go x^[u( j ) v*(-k,l)]
+ |k x'1 u(j-k)
+ £|x x<j u(j-£) v( £,-k,l)
= Z x^  [u(j ) v* (-k,l)]
J - °
+ jik x-j u(j-k) 
oo , min( j ,k)
+ xJ £ZX u(j-A) v(i-k,l) ---(2.3*0
From (2.3*0, equating coefficients, we get, for j < k,
Qkj = u(j) v*(-k,l) + ^  u(j-0 v(£-k,1) , ---(2.35)
and for j > k,
kQkj = u(j) v*(-k,l) + ^  u(j-£) v(£-k,l) + u(j-k) ---(2.36)
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For j = k, we have, for the only time, confusion because
of p Since the quantity evaluable from (2.3*0 is reallyKK
Pk . (l), we have, for j = k ,
k
Pkk(l) = u(k) v*(-k,l) + ^  u(k-£) v(£-k,l)
+ u(k-k).
Since P (l) = Q + 1, and since u(0 ) = 1, this givesKK KK
k.
Qkk = u(k) v*(-k,l) + ^  u(k-£) v(£-k,l) --- (2.37)
From (2.35), (2.36), and (2.37) the desired result is seen to 
hold. **
We can now derive the fundamental result of this section. 
Theorem 2.1 : Given a subsequence K for which the limits
(K)
0
i • Vi
kiä”kEK 5”  ’ ko
exist, j = 0,1,...
we have that 
(K) L(j) + X  u(j-r) (K
where u(0 ) = 1, u(,0 = Z Pr{S > 0,.n—l l n-1
- ( 2 . 38)
> o,sn = J } J i  1,
and
(K) . v(r-k,l)
k-*°° ,keK v*( -k ,1)
k-^ SeK
Z Pr{S < 0,.. ,S < 0,S =r-k}=  I I —  7 7 fl—  1 —  r»n l
Z- Pr {S, < 0,.. ,S < 0,S < -k}=  I I —  7 7 n — 1  —  Ti —
-(2.39)
n=l
Proof :
V j
From the preceding lemma, for k > j,
= u(j) v*(-k,l) + u(j-r) v(r-k,l). — (2.U0)
38.
Since we know from Lemma 2.6 that
Q = v*(-k,l), the result follows immediately uponKO
division of (2.Uo) by Q. . **ko
We know from Lemma 1.3 that at least one K for which the 
(K)q , j = 0,1,.. are defined exists. It is obvious from the 
J
theorem that there must also be one K at least for which
. v(r-k,l) (K) .  ^ „. lim. „/ ' = a exists, r = 1,2,.. .k-*»,ke:K v*(-k,l) r
The final theorem of this chapter is a restatement of 
Lemma l.U in the light of Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 2.2 : A necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of a stationary measure for the chain {W^} is that
there exist a sequence {a }, j = 1,2,.., for which the quantities
d
{qj, j = 0 , 1 defined by
q 1
q^ = u(j) + u(j-r)ar 
form a stationary measure for
Proof : That the existence of such a set is sufficient is
obvious : that it is necessary follows by noting that it is
(K)necessary for the set {a '} r=l,2,.., defined by (2.39), tor
satisfy the conditions of the theorem, because of (2.38) and 
Lemma 1.U.
We end this chapter with a definition.
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Definition 2.3 
the quantities
If there is a set{a } , r=l,2,.. such that
♦1, q = u(j) + r|x u(j-r)or
form a stationary measure for {W } , then we shall say {q.} is an J
stationary measure of type a.. **
Hence, for example, the above theorem tells us that a 
stationary measure for {W^} exists if and only if there is a 
stationary measure of type a=.
In the next chapter, we find some necessary and sufficient
conditions for {W } to admit a stationary measure, and for {V7 } n n
to have a stationary measure of type ou
CHAPTER III
40 .
§1. This chapter is devoted to the derivation of necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of stationary measures 
for the chain {W^} introduced in the last chapter. In this 
section we find a Harris-Veech type condition, and in the next 
a rather different condition for the existence of a stationary 
measure of type as. The third section exhibits the link between 
the two, and shows that the second condition is really a 
simplification of the first.
We first derive a Harris-Veech condition.
Theorem 3.1 : A necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of a stationary measure for {W^} is that there exist a
sequence K such that
iiS i^S,keK J=*+l u(j-r)
v(r-k,l) 
v*(-k,l) Pji 0, i=0,1,..
■(3.1)
Proof
u(j)
(i)
(ii)
: For notational ease, we shall put
v(r-k,l)
rk v*( -k ,1) --- (3.2)
We note from (2.30) and (2.3l) that we can write, since 
= 0, J < 0,
k-1
for j < k, Q = u(j) + E u(j-r) v(r-k,l) --- (3.3)Kj r—±
k-1
for j = k, Q = u(j) + I u(j-r) v(r-k,l) + u(j-k)v(0,l) kj r-i
--- (3.U)
Ul.
k-1
( i i i )  f o r  j > k ,  Qk1 = u( j ) + r Z1 u ( j - r ) v ( r - k , l ) + [ l + v ( 0 , l ) ] u ( j - k )
----- ( 3 . 5 )
Hence,  s i n c e  0 = v * ( - k , l )  from Lemma 2 . 6 ,  i t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t
K O
E - P.,- - u ( j )  P .4 + S i u ( j - r )  a p.J= °  Qko J i  3=°
00 k-1
. . .  ■ , 1 ,  E, j i  j = l  r = l rk j i
I ”  u(,1-k) fn  , ”  u ( j - k )
+ ^  p -  + v(0>1)  jS k  ^ 7  p j ij= k + l  Qko - j i
Now we know from ( 1 . 2 5 )  t h a t
- (3 .6 )
Qk i ii 1 
^
 
j H
*
*  T . ^  „
\ o \ o
*•H”r"3o
o
f
*
ohi*•"3
s i n c e pk i u ( k - k )
\ o \ o  ^  We
- (3 .7 )
( 3 . 7 ) ,  t h a t  i f  K i s  such t h a t  
f K)
qi  = k ^ g e K  I W S J  eX lS tS ’ 1 = ° ’1
then  by t a k in g  t h e  l i m i t  through K in  ( 3 . 7 ) ,
(K) k-1
qi = i h  U(J) Pji  + fcJfteK j l l  r=l U(j-r) “rk pJi 
+ [1 + v(° ’l)] fcJ^eK j=k pji
00 £ j  / \
= E u ( j ) p + E E u ( j - r )  or p . .j =o  u * j i  j = l  r = l  u r  * j i
k-1
+ , l ini  , E„ .. E, u ( j - r ) a , p , .  k-^>°,keK j =£+1 r = l  rk * j i
+ [1  -  - ( 0 , 1 ) ]  k J i i SeK j l k ^ 5 l 7 i )  P j i
(K)
where a ; “ ' = k^ eK ark ^  in  ( 2 . 3 9 ) .
- (3 .8 )
h2.
Taking  l i m i t s  w i t h  l  i n  ( 3 . 8 )  and  n o t i n g  t h a t
f K ) J ( K)
q.  = u ( j )  + E u ( j - r ) a  f rom ( 2 . 3 8 ) ,  we have  
j  r=± r
q (. K' = ' E q (K) p + [1 + v ( 0  , l )  ] l im  E ) p vj= o  ^ J i  k-**»,keK j = k  v * ( - k , l )
oo k - 1
+ l im  . l i m  Tyr . E. , E , u( j - r ) a . p . .  ----- ( 3 . 9 )£-*» k-+°°,keK j = £ + l  r=  1 0 r k  * j i
S i n c e  i t  i s  known from Lemma l . U  t h a t  a  s t a t i o n a r y  m easu re
e x i s t s  i f  and o n l y  i f  (q^ '}  i s  a l s o  a  s t a t i o n a r y  m e a s u r e ,  ( 3 . 9 )
makes i t  obv ious  t h a t  a  n e c e s s a r y  and s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d i t i o n  f o r
t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  a  s t a t i o n a r y  m easu re  f o r  {W^} i s  t h a t  t h e r e
e x i s t  K such  t h a t
k Ü ^ £K j l c P j i  ■ °* 1 ■ °> 1 --  — ( 3 . 1 0 )
OO
and „im l im  . v  .E_ .. v u ( j - r )  a . p . .  = 0 ,  i  = 0 , 1 , . . ----- ( 3 .1 1 )£-*» R-^°,keK J= £+ l  r = l  d r k  ^ j i  ’ * *
To e s t a b l i s h  t h e  t h e o r e m ,  we show t h a t  ( 3 . 1 0 )  and ( 3 . 1 l )  a r e  
e q u i v a l e n t  t o  ( 3 . 1 ) .
We b r e a k  up t h e  sum i n  ( 3 . 1 1 )  as  f o l l o w s  f o r  k > l  + 2 :
k -1  k - 1  k - 1
■E- — I n  u ( j - r )  a , p 4, = . L , !  u ( j - r )  a .  p.j= £ + l  r = l r k  ,j i  j = £ + l  r = l
oo k —1
r k  ^ J i
+ j £ k  r = l  u ( j - r )  “ r k  p j i - (3 .12 )
Now u ( j )  = 0 ,  j  < 0 ,  and a . = v ( r - k , l ) / v * ( - k , l )  = 0 .  r - k >  0 :r k
thus  t h e  r i g h t  hand  s i d e  o f  ( 3 . 1 2 )  i s  
k -1  j
j = £ + l  r = l  u ^ ~ r  ^ a r k p j i
+ .Ej= k  r = lL  u ( j - r )  a  , p , .  -  u ( j - k )  Y(0. ’i . )P.lj.r k  ' J i  j= k v * ( - k , l )
1+3.
,E. 1 . u(,i-r)a . p„„ - v(0,l) ,1. Ul;) ■r W  t> .j=£+l r=l d rk Fji ’ J=k v*(-k,l) \)i
and combining (3.12) and (3.13) we have that
“ i t * \ v (r-k ,1) " k“1 , , \X n ., u j-r ".-7---lrr p.. = E, u(j-r)a . p..j=£+l r=l u v*(-k,l) *ji j=£+l r=l rk *ji
-(3.13)
♦ v ( 0 , l ) l  u(j~k)pJij=k v*(-k,1) -(3.1*0
The statement of the theorem follows from (3.1*+) and the 
argument leading to (3.10) and (3.11). **
This theorem is, of course, analogous in structure and proof 
to Theorem 1.3, with the exception that we have made use of the 
structural theorems of Chapter II to arrive at rather different 
summands than those of Harris (l.2*+).
We now go on to show that simpler and more useful conditions 
can be found for stationary measures to exist for {W^} . These 
conditions are simpler in the sense that they show (3.1) to have 
certain redundant terms, a fact which is not immediately apparent; 
they are more useful in that they lead to sufficient conditions 
which are easy to verify. It seems a feature of (3.1) that it 
suffers from the same disadvantage as (l.2*+) : namely, it 
cannot be verified one way or the other except in trivial cases, 
^or example when there exists a < 0 such that c = 0, j <_ jQ . 
§2. At the end of Chapter II we defined a stationary measure of 
type a to be a stationary measure cj for {W } which was of the 
form
kh
q. = u(j) + r|1 u(,1-r) ar , -(3.15)
where {a }, r = 1,2,.. was any sequence of real numbers.
(K )It was noticed (Theorem 2.2) that since the q of Theoremd
1.3 were of type a., we have stationary measures for {W^} if and 
only if we have a stationary measure of type a=. In this section
we find conditions on a sequence (a }, j=l,2,.., which ared
necessary and sufficient for the corresponding sequence {q .} ,j=0,1,..,
d
defined by (3.15), to be a stationary measure for {W^}.
We begin with
Lemma 3.1 : The sequence u(j), j=0,l,.. defined by
u( 0) = 1
u(j) = Pr(S1 > 0,.., Sn_1 > 0, Sn = J}, J >. 1,
defined in (2.28), is a stationary measure for {W^} if and only if
{W } is recurrent, n
Proof : Note that we have, for the first time, not used
Assumption 2.1, that theiW^} chain should be recurrent. We could
(n)appeal to Theorem 1.2 for this result, since Pr{S > 0,..,S >0,S )= p ,
* *  1 n-1 r 0 o^oj
for this chain : however, it is not difficult to show the result
directly, and the following proof serves to indicate the type of
manipulation to be used later in the chapter.
For i ^ 0, we have
i
*»5.
OO <10
.Z u(j) p.. = c. + Z Z Pr{S > 0,..,S > 0,S =j}c.j=o ji l j=l n=l 1 n-1 n ° l-j
00 OO
c. + Z. .Z. Pr{S > 0,..,S . > 0,S =1,s x =i}l n=l j=l 1 n-1 n n+1
Z. Pr{S > 0,..,S . > 0,S =i}n=l 1 n-1 n
= u(i)
For i = 0, we have
.16)
OO OO.z u(j) p, = Z c + ,Z. Z_ Pr{S > 0,..,S , > 0,S =j} $ cj=o ° *jo o r j=l n=l 1 n-1 n ° -j r
OO 00
1 C + Z- ,Z. Pr{S > 0,..,S , > 0,S =j,S < 0}o r n=l j=l 1 n-1 n n+1—
Z, Pr{S > 0,.. ,S > 0,S < 0}n=l 1 n-1 n — ---(3.17)
Tf we put T' = min {n : S < 0}, then we see that the ^ n —
quantity on the right in (3.17) is actually 
Pr{T' < 00},
and from Spitzer ([196U], p.189) we see that, by symmetry, this
is unity if and only if
? - Pr{S < 0}I n  n — -(3.18)
However, (3.18) is equivalent to (W } being recurrent, from 
Lemma 2.1(a). It is clear that
OO
j£0 U<J> Pjo = u(o) =
and hence, in view of (3.16), (u(j)} is a stationary measure for
rW } , if and only if {W } is recurrent, n J n **
With the help of this lemma we now derive the major result of
t h i s  chapter  :
Theorem 3 .2  : Let { a . } ,  j = l , 2 , . . , b e  any s e q u en c e  o f  n o n - n e g a t iv e
J
nu m b ers .
I f
j
q ,  = u ( j )  + E u ( j - r )  a , j  = 0 , 1 , . . ,J r - l  r
t h e n  a n e c e s s a r y  and s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d i t i o n  f o r  {q } , j  = 0 , 1 , . .
J
t o  be a s t a t i o n a r y  m easu re  f o r  t h e  c h a in  {W^} i s  t h a t ( a ^ )  s a t i s f y  
t h e  e q u a t io n s
a = .1 [ E, Pr{S > 0 , . . ,  S > 0 ,  S = r - j } ] a .  ------( 3 .1 9 )r  j = r  n = l  1 n -1  n ,1
and J .  [ E. P r{ S n > 0 , . . , S  > 0 , S  < =j = l  n = l  1 ’ n -1  n — ü j
1 -  J - l P r{S 1 > 0 , . . , S n_ 1 > 0 ,S n _< 0} ----- ( 3 . 2 0 )
P r o o f : L e t { q . } ,  j = 0 , l . .  and { a . } ,  j = l , 2 , . . b e  as  d e f i n e d  i n  t h e
J J
th eo re m .
For i  =( 0 ,
Jo Pji - jSc u(i) pji + Jl [J l  u(j-r) arlpJi
u ( i )  + j S l  [ r = l  u ( j - r ) a r ] P j i - ( 3 . 2 1 )
from ( 3 . l 6 ) .
Now s i n c e  u( 0 )  = 1 ,
00 j J - l
bl.
OO
= . E_ a
OO
c . + E . a
OO OO
.E ,  En P r { S ,  > 0!HII u—iiiu■*“31■H j = r + l  n = l  1
S n + 1
OO OO 00
= . E a  . c . . + E_. a E0 P r { S .  > 0 , . . ,  S
j=-L J l - J  r = l  r n = 2  1  * ’
OO 00
= a
J = 1  j
E P r { S n > 0  
n = l  1
, . . , S  .. > 0 ,  s  =
n - 1  n
n -1  ’ n
j i 1l a j n I 1 P r ( S l > 0 ’ - - > Sn - l > 0 > Sn = i - J }
+ ,E.  o .  E. Pr{S,  > 0 , . . ,  S > 0 ,  S = i - j } j = i  j  n= l  1 n -1  n
ß l  “ J U ( i -J> -  “ i  + j i i  “ J n i l  P r{ S l > 0 ” -> Sn - 1  > °>Sn= i - J }
- (3 .22 )
t h e  l a s t  l i n e  a g a i n  s i n c e  u ( 0 )  = 1.
From ( 3 . 2 2 )  and ( 3 . 2 1 )  we s e e  t h a t ,  f o r  i  0 ,
00 OO 00
,E q .  p = q.  -  a .  + .E . a E Pr{S > 0 , . . ,  S > 0 ,S  = i - j  } J=o i  J = i  ,1 n=l  1 n -1  n
- (3 .23)
For i  = 0 ,  we have
OO OO OO j
.E q.  p .  = .E u ( j )  p + En En a u ( j - r )  pJ=o j= o  J ^ j o  ,1=1 r = l  r  0 *Jo
E Pr{S > 0 , . .  ,S n > 0 ,S  < 0}+ E E a u ( j - r ) pn= l  1 * ’ n - 1  n — j = l  r = l  r Jo
f rom ( 3 . 1 7 ) .
Again ,  j E1 ^  u ( j - r )  c*r  Pjq
----- ( 3 .2 4 )
1*8 .
00
rH18 OO
z a. =1 J p. + .E Ejo j=l r=l zn=.
OO — OO oo OO
=1 “j ? c + Z, a -j r r=l r J=:
n-1 r 1 jo
n-1'
—  00 
E C-j k
00 — 00 00 oo oo
.E a Z c + Z a Z0 Z ... Pr{S > 0,..,S 0> 0,S =j-r,j=l j r=-j r r=l r n=2 j=r+l 1 * n-2 ’ n-1 °
S < -r} n —
= sh “j £, Pr{S > 0,.. ,S > 0,S < -j)_n=l 1 n-1 n —
(3.2h) and (3.25) give
-(3.25)
j£o Pjo = nil Pr{Sl >0’--’Sn-l ” ° ’Sn ± 0}
+ .Z_ a. Z. Pr{S > 0,S > 0,S < -j}j=l j n=l 1 n-1 n —
-(3.26)
Since q^ = u(0) = 1, it can be seen from (3.23) and (3.26) 
that {q.}, j=0,l,.., is a stationary measure for {W } if and only
«J “
if (a.}, j=l,2,.. is a solution to the equations (3.19) and (3.20). ** 
J
As a direct corollary of this theorem, we have a result which, 
because it is really more general than Theorem 3.2, we state as 
a theorem in its own right.
Theorem 3.3 : A necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of a stationary measure for the chain {W^} is that
there exist a sequence {a.}, j=l,2,..,
J
of non-negative numbers
w hich  s a t i s f i e s  t h e  e q u a t i o n s  ( 3 .1 9 )  and ( 3 . 2 0 ) .
P ro o f  : The e x i s t e n c e  o f  such  a se q u e n c e  { a .}  i s  e q u i v a l e n t ,
J
by Theorem 3 .2 ,  t o  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  a  s t a t i o n a r y  m easu re  o f  t y p e  
a .  However, from Theorem 2 .2  we s e e  t h a t  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  a 
s t a t i o n a r y  m easu re  o f  ty p e  i s  n o t  o n ly  s u f f i c i e n t  b u t  a l s o  
n e c e s s a r y  f o r  t h e  c h a in  {W^} t o  adm it  a  s t a t i o n a r y  m e a s u r e ,  
and t h e  theo rem  f o l l o w s . **
Theorem 3 .3  i s  r e a l l y  t h e  m a jo r  r e s u l t  o f  t h i s  c h a p t e r .
I t  g i v e s  a c o n d i t i o n  f o r  s t a t i o n a r y  m ea su res  f o r  t h e  c h a in  {W } 
which a p p e a r s  t o  be  c o m p le te ly  d i f f e r e n t  i n  form from t h o s e  o f  
Theorems 3 .1  and 1 . 3 ,  and w h ic h ,  i n  t h e  n e x t  c h a p t e r ,  we s h a l l  
show t o  be e v a lu a b le  i n  a  v e ry  w ide  r a n g e  o f  c a s e s .
However, t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  be tw een  Theorems 3 .1  and 3 .3  i s  
more a p p a r e n t  t h a n  r e a l ,  and in  f a c t  we s h a l l  go on ,  i n  t h e  
n e x t  s e c t i o n ,  t o  i l l u s t r a t e  e x a c t l y  what t h e  c o n n e c t io n  i s  
be tw een  t h e  two s e t s  o f  c o n d i t i o n s ,  each  o f  w hich  i s  e q u i v a l e n t  
t o  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  a  s t a t i o n a r y  m ea su re  f o r  {W^}.
§3. I n  t h i s  s e c t i o n ,w e  j u s t i f y  t h e  c la im  made a t  t h e  end o f  
f 1 t h a t  t h e  c o n d i t i o n  o f  Theorem 3 .3  would p ro v e  t o  be  a 
s i m p l i f i c a t i o n  o f  Theorem 3 .1 .
Theorem 3 .1  s t a t e d  t h a t  a  c o n d i t i o n  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  t h e  
e x i s t e n c e  o f  a  s t a t i o n a r y  m easu re  f o r  t h e  c h a in  {W^} was t h e  
e x i s t e n c e  o f  a  s u b -s e q u e n c e  K such  t h a t
5 0 .
l im  l im  
£-*» k-*»,ke K j l j t + l  r h  u ( j ' r )  “ r k  p j i  = ° ’ ----- ( 3 .2 7 )
where v ( r - k , l )  
v * ( - k , l )  *
Now f o r  i  + 0 ,  we can  decompose t h e  r i g h t  hand s i d e  o f  ( 3 .2 7 )  as  
fo l lo w s  :
r=l u(J-r) “rk pji = jl*+l “jk ci-j
oo J “ 1 oo
+i h + l  r f i l  n £ l p* { s i > ^ - s n- l >  ° . S n=J - r } '
“ r k  C: - j
00 £ 00 00
~ a Jk  Ci - j  + r = l  j= £ + l  n = l  P r ( S l  "" 0 ; ‘ ‘ ’Sn- 1  > 0 ,Sn=J“ r ’Sn+ l = i_ r  }ar k
0 0  OO CD
+ r i t + 1  j £ r * l  n i l  P r{ S l  " 0 ’ ’ ‘ ^ n - l "  ° ’Sn= J ' r ’Sn+l = i - r } “r k
OO oo
r l j t + l  n i l  P r { S l  * 0 , S _ = i - r }  an -1  ’ n
+ r = l  “ r k  n i l  P r t S l  > ° > - - - s n_ l  > °>V *-r’S
S i m i l a r l y ,  f o r  i  -  0 ,  ( 3 . 2 7 )  can  h e  w r i t t e n  as  
) h +l  r h  u ( ^ r )  “ r k  pj o
n+1 i - r }
-(3.28)
Zr= £+1 n i l  P r{S l  =■ ° ’ - - ’Sn- l > ° ’Sn -  - r }  “ ,
£ 00
+ r = l  n i l  P r{S l  =• ° - - - > Sn > W -Sn+i  1  - r ) «
----- ( 3 . 2 9 )
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Now suppose, not that the full conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold, 
but only that the first of the terms on the right in both (3.28) 
and (3.29) go to zero with k c K  and £ both tending to infinity. 
We shall show that this is equivalent to the sequence {a_^
where a (K)
(K)
lim
k-x” ,keK
a , satisfying (3.19) and (3.20), and r k.
hence to (q ‘ '} being a stationary measure, where 
J
lim „ [W \ o ]-k-x»,keK ^
This will, of course, prove that the second terms in 
(3.28) and (3.29) are redundant in the sense that they tend to 
zero when the first terms of these equations do, a fact which 
is not at all obvious.
It is in this way that Theorem 3.3 represents a 
simplification of Theorem 3.1, and not a completely different 
type of condition.
Firstly, with (3.28) we shall assume only that
lim lim 
£-x» k-*»,keK
Z. . Z, Pr{S > 0,..,S > 0,S =i-r}a = 0,r=£+l n=l 1 5 * n-1 n rk
i=0,1.. -(3.30)
This is equivalent to being able to interchange the summation 
and limit operations to get
lim
k-X» ,keK
Z. Zn Pr{S, > 0,..,S , > 0,S = i-r}a r=i n=l 1 n-1 ’ n rk
= Z. Z, Pr{S, > 0,..,S _> 0,S =i-r} lim a .r=i n=X 1 n-1 n k_ >keK rk
5 2 .
= Z. r = i
00
E,n=l P r { S 1  > o, . ,S > n -1 0 , S i - r } a
(K)
----- ( 3 . 3 1 )
by t h e  same a rgum ent  t h a t  p r e c e d e d  ( 3 . 1 0 )  and ( 3 . 1 1 ) .
00 oo
However ,  Z. Zn P r{ S n > 0 , . . , S  ^ > 0 , S  = i - r } a  .r = i  n=l  1 n -1  n r k
S T O )  r l i  n i l  P r{ S l  > 0 >-->Sn - l  > 0 ’V 1' 1"} m i l P r { S l  ^  0 ’ ‘ ‘ ’
" m _ i
< 0 ,S  = r -k}— ' m
fby d e f i n i t i o n  o f  a )
00 oo 00
v * ( - k , l )
Z. Zn l .  Pr{S < S , . .  ,S < S , r = i  n = l  m=l 1 n n -1  n
S ^ < S , . . , S  ^ < S ,n+1 — n ’ n+m-1 — n
S = i - r ,  S = i - k }  n n+m
m-1
IT7 i T  \ E . E  ^S i < S , . . , S  < Sv * ( - k , l )  r = i  m=2 n= l  1 n n - 1  n,
S , < 3  , . . , S  S ,n+1 — n m-1— n
S = i - r ,  S = i - k }  n m
OO 0 0
v * ( - k , l )
1
v * ( - k , l )
Z. Z P r { -m—- - S = i - r ,  S = i - k }r = i  m=2 1 0 5 m j
1 ,m-l
,5c ^  (
max
1 ,m - l
Sn < 0 ,  S = i -k }  o — » m J
Z„ Pr{S < 0 , . . , S  < 0 ,S  = i - k }  / v * ( - k , l )  ----- ( 3 . 3 2 )i=2 1 — m-1 — m /
Now suppose  ( 3 . 3 0 )  h o l d s .
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Then t h e  t e r m i n  ( 3 . 30 )  g i v e n  by r = k , n=l  i s
Pr {S^  = i - k }
— — . v ( 0 , l )  and from ( 3 . 3 0 )  t h i s  goes t o
z e ro  as k -* 00, k e K.
( 3 . 3 0 )  a l s o  g iv e s  ( 3 .3 1 )  w hich we know, from ( 3 . 3 2 )  and
t h e  above r e a s o n i n g ,  can  be w r i t t e n
00 00 
e . e .r = i  n= l P r{ S n > 0 , . .  ,S > 0 , S  = i - r } c / K^1 ' n -1 n r
00 00
= l im  E. En
k -~ ,k eK  r=1 n=1
Pr{S > 0 , . . , S
_l  n—-L
= a
lim
k-x» ,keK 
l im
k-*=° ,keK 
(K)
’ E_ Pr{S < 0 , . .  ,S < 0 , S  = i-k>  n=2 1 — ’ * n -1  — ’ n
*E, P r (S < 0 , . . , S  < 0 , S  = i - k }n=l 1 — n -1  — n
/ v * ( - k , l )
/ v * ( - k , l )
' i  ----- ( 3 . 3 3 )
Suppose  on t h e  o t h e r  hand t h a t  ( 3 . 3 3 )  h o l d s .
Then we have
OO 0° ( JC )
E. E P r{ S ,  > 0 , . . , S  , > 0 , S = i - r } a v 'r = i  n = l  1 n -1  n r
E, P r  {S < O , . . ^ -  < 0 ,S  = i - k )m=l 1 — * * m_i— 9 ml im
k-x» ,keK v * ( - k , l )
00 00
> l im  E. E, P r{S , > 0 , . . , S  > 0 , S  = i - r } a  .— , . „  r = i  n = l  1 n -1  n r kk-xx>,keK
- ( 3 . 3*0
from( 3 .3 2 )  .
S in c e  t h e  r e v e r s e  i n e q u a l i t y  h o ld s  from F a t c u ' s  Lemma, we
we have equality in (3.3*0 and this is just equation (3.3l), 
which is equivalent to (3.30).
Thus (3.30) and (3.33) are equivalent conditions.
The proof of this depended on (3.32), which in turn used 
the breakup of Pr{S^ <_ 0,..,Sn ^ <_ 0 ,S^ = i-k) according to 
the position of the first maximum. The next few paragraphs 
are similar, but the decomposition is with respect to the last 
minimum.
We suppose-that the first term of (3.29) goes to zero; 
that is, there exists .K such that
lim lim 
£-*» k-x^ jkeK
£r=£+l n
00
--- (3.35)
This is again equivalent to
= lim 
k-*=° ,keK
I, I ’ r=l n=l
00 ZnPr{Sn > 0,..,S n > 0,S < -r}ai=  1 ’ * n-1 n — rk
--- (3.36)
00However
v*(-k,1) r=l m
00 (
00 00 00
v*(-k ,1) r=l m=l n=l
m n —
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1 CD OO n—1
7~ -I \ E_ E0 E P r {S > S S > s ,v*( - k  , 1 J r = l  n=2 m=l 1 — m m-1 — m
s >s ,. •, s .. > s ,m+1 m n - 1  m
S = r - k , S < -k}  m n —
UU W  r
in „io M
min r - k ,  S < -k}n — 1v * ( - k , l )  r = l  n=2 1 l , n - l  i
1 00
■»/ " , — E0 PH S.. > - k , . . , s  n > - k , S  < - k}  v * ( - k , l )  n=2 1 ’ n -1  ’ n — •(3.37)
We now lo o k  a t
v * ( - k , l )  [1 -  E P r{ S 1 > 0 , . . , S n_1 > 0 , S n <_ 0 } ]
E, Pr{S ,  < 0 , . . ,S . < 0 ,S  < - k )n= l  1 — n - 1  — n —
-  E P r  (S < 0 , . . , S  _ < 0 ,S  < - k } .  E Pr{S > 0 , . . , S  _ > 0 ,n=l 1 — * * n -1  — ’ n — m=l 1 * * m-1 *
S < 0} m —
E, Pr{S < Sn . ,S < S _ ,  S < - k )  n = l  n — 1 n — n -1  n —
O O
-  E. E. Pr{S < S. . ,S < S _ , n= l  m=l n — 1 n — n -1
s < s  _ , . . , s  < sn n+1 * n n+m-1
S < - k ,  S < S } n — m+n — n
E Pr{S < -p— —v- S. , S < -k}+  Pr  (S < -k}  n=2 n — 1 , n - l  i n — 1 —
-  I  Pr{S  < S S < - k ,  y^y- T  S < -k }n=2 n — ± , n - ±  i  n — l , n - l  i  —
Pr  (S < -k}  + E0 P r P -1-11- — S, > - k ,  S < - k } .1 — n=2 l l , n - l  l  n — J - (3 .38)
Now compar ing  ( 3 . 3 8 )  and ( 3 . 3 7 ) ,  ve  ha v e  t h a t
O O
E E P r { S n > 0 , . .  ,S n > 0 ,S  < - r } ar = l  n=l  1 n -1  n — r k
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pr {Si <_-k}
1 - E. Pr { S > 0 , . . , S . > 0,S < 0}-  TT?— : rrn=l 1 * ’ n-1 * n —  v*(-k,l)
--- (3.39)
Thus if (3.35) holds, we see from (3.36) and (3.39) that
00 oo (K)rli nii P H S i  > O....Sn_1 > O . S n < -p}«; = l-nil Pr{S1> 0,..,
Sn-1> 0 ,Sn—  0}--- (3.U0),
since as before, the term in (3.35) with r=k,n=l gives 
Pr{S £  -k}
lira v(0,l) = 0.k^ »,keK 1 K,i'
If (3.1+0) holds, as before we can apply Fatcu’s Lemma using
(3.39) and get that (3.36), and hence (3.35), holds.
We have shownthat (3.35) and (3.30) are equivalent to (3.33)
and (3.1+0). Since the latter pair of equations are the
conditions for the stationary measure of type formed from the
sequence (a. '} to exist, and the former comprise only a part 
J
of the condition in Theorem 3.1, we have shown that Theorem 3.3 
is essentially a simplification of Theorem 3.1. We again 
remark that Theorem 3,1 contains redundant terms, and it appears 
to be a difficult matter to show in any other way that the 
second terms in (3.28) and (3.29) actually do tend to zero if 
the first terms do.
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 not only provide us with an alternative 
way of writing a Harris-Veech condition, as the above section
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su g g es ts  : th e y  a l s o  i n d i c a t e  a s e t  o f  e q u a t io n s  t o  which we 
may be a b le  t o  f i n d  a s o lu t i o n  o th e r  th a n  th e  sequence{a^ ; }. 
Hence th e y  p ro v id e  a method o f  b y p ass in g  th e  main problem o f  
th e  H arr is -V eech  method, th e  problem posed by our i n a b i l i t y  
t o  e v a lu a te  in  a u s e f u l  way many o f  t h e  q u a n t i t i e s  o c c u r r in g ,  
such as th e
J
In  th e  n ex t c h a p te r ,  we s h a l l  f in d  s o lu t i o n s  t o  th e  
eq u a t io n s  (3 .1 9 )  and (3 .2 0 )  which h o ld  under a v e ry  e a s i l y  
checked s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d i t io n  on th e  sequence ( c ^ ) ,  k = . . , - 1 , 0 , 1 , .
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CHAPTER IV
§1. Theorem 3.3 of the last chapter gave us
a = .E E_ Pr{S, > 0,..,S > 0,S = r-j }a.r j=r n=l 1 ’ n-1 n J
and . E E Pr{S > 0,..,S >0,S < -j }a.j=1 n=l 1 n-1 n — ° j
■(b.l)
1 - E Pr{Sn > 0,..,S > 0,S < 0} n=l 1 n-1 n— __(4.2)
and told us that the existence of a solution to these equations
was equivalent to the existence of a stationary measure for {W^}.
We put, for j >_ 0,
E. Pr{S > 0,..,S > 0,S = -j} = Y.n=l 1 n-1 n u j
Then we can write (4.1) and (b.2) as
-(4.3).
a - oo.E Y . a .r J=r J-r J
= ooJ=o Yj “r+j
00E_ - 00 . E Y, a = 1 -i—iII•(~2 •>~DIII Tk J
--- (4.4)
CO
j=o Yj --- (4.5)
In this section we find a sufficient condition for a 
solution to (4.4) and (4.5) to exist.
Lemma 4.1 : There is a solution to the equations (4.4) and
(4.5) of the form a. = ßp^ if and only if there is a solution toJ
0° 1the equation .E x° y , = 1 .
J = o  j
If such a root p exists, then
= [1 - P_1]p'^ , j =0,1,..
--- (4.6)
-(4.7)
is a solution to (4.4) and (4.5)
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P ro o f  : S e t t in g  a .  = ßp'  ^ and s u b s t i t u t i n g  in  ( 4 . 4 ) g iv e s
J
3p Yj ßp
r  00 i
ßp jSo Tj p° ; ----- (»*.8)
hence such a s o lu t i o n  s a t i s f i e s  ( 4 . 4 )  i f  and on ly  i f  p i s  a 
r o o t  o f  ( 4 . 6 ) .
To e v a lu a te  ß , we use  ( 4 . 5 ) ,  making th e  assum ption  t h a t
°o ^
i  b  p = 1
This l e a d s  t o
jS l Yk pt
ß V k k j - k
3 Yi, P . L  Pk = l  'k
6 k= l b  p
ß P 
P
j = l
P -  1
kp r  s?  °° -|
- 1  ]_ k = l  Yk P k = l  YkJ
]3 p P-1
3 p
P-1
1 " Yo k= l Yk
1 -  T y. o k ----- ( 4 . 9)
From ( 4 . 9 )  we see  t h a t  a = ßp^ s a t i s f i e s  ( 4 . 5 )  i f  and o n ly  i f
J
ß - — — = 1 -  p ^ , as c la im ed .
We n o te  t h a t  t h i s  lemma on ly  g iv e s  n e c e s s a ry  and s u f f i c i e n t  
c o n d i t i o n s f o r  a geom etric  s o lu t i o n  to  ( 4 . 4 )  and ( 4 . 5 )  to  e x i s t  : 
we have s a id  n o th in g  about th e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  a n o th e r ,  l e s s  
s im p le ,  ty p e  o f  s o l u t i o n .  However, i t  becomes ap p a re n t  t h a t  a 
geom etr ic  s o l u t i o n  to  ( 4 . 4)  and ( 4 . 5 )  e x i s t s  in  a wide and 
e a s i l y  i d e n t i f i a b l e  c l a s s  o f  random w a lk s , as we s h a l l  see  l a t e r
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in this section.
We write, for real z > 0,
00 oo
Y(z) = jSo nil Pr{Sl > °'--'Sn-l> °’Sn = > Z'
= E y. z^  j=o 'j
/ \ 00 rand put $(zj = £ c z_oo r
-(u.10)
-(It.11).
From the last lemma it is clear that we are interested in 
a solution to y(z) = 1. The following lemmas are intended to 
clarify the possible behaviour of y(z) and $(z) in order to 
simplify the proofs of later results.
Lemma k,2 : If there is a solution p to y(z) = 1, then p> 1.
Proof : y(z) is monotonic increasing in z, since y. >_ 0; thus
O
there can be at most one value p such that y(p) = 1.
Now y(1) = £, Pr{S, > 0,..,S > 0,S < 0}' n=l 1 n-1 n —
< 1 ,
since the walk is transient (see Lemma 3.1); and thus, by the 
monotonicity, if y(p) = 1, then p > 1. **
Lemma U.3 : (i) $(l) = 1
(ii) $(z) is defined in a (possibly degenerate) 
interval (a,b) such that 1 e (a,b). If a < 1, then for transient 
walk there is a region (s,l), s < 1 , such that $'z) < 1 , z e (s,l).
OOProof : (i) is obvious, since $(l) = £ c .
6l.
/ \ I \ 00 r 00 —rTo show (iij, we note that $.z) = f c z + E c zj_ r o -r
The first term of this converges for 0 < z <_ 1, and has a 
radius of convergence b, 1 <_ b <_ °°. Similarly the second 
term converges for 1 <_ z <_ 00; however, it diverges for 
z < a, 0 <_ a <_ 1.
If a < 1, then for z e (a,l], the derivative $'(z) is 
defined, at least from the left. Hence the slope of the curve
OO
at 1 is defined by $’(l) - E^ r cr » an<^  thus from Lemma 2.2b, 
$'(l) >0 since the walk is transient. Thus there is a region 
(s,l) for which 4>(z) < 1, z e (s,l). #*.
This result is also in Heathcote ([19^7])- 
We shall make the following
Assumption U.l : For the remainder of thi, chapter,we shall
assume that the radius of convergence rQ  ^of the sequence
OOZ c z is greater than unity. **o -r
Lemma U.U : The following results are equivalent to our
assumption :
(i) $ z) is defined in a non-degenerate interval (rQ,l],
r < 1. o
(ii) There is a region (s,l), rQ < s < 1, such that $ z)< 1, 
z e (s ,l).
(iii) There existsZ < 1, M < 00 such that c < M Zr ,r=0,l,..0 -r o
(iv) There exists z., < 1, M. , < 00 such that p.^ .n <^ M. . z^,1 ij ij ij 1
i,J = 0,1,.. .n=0 ,1,. . ,
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P r o o f  : ( i )  and ( i i )  b o th  f o l lo w  from Lemma U. 3 ( i i ) and i t s
p r o o f .  ( i i i )  i s  m e re ly  a r e s t a t e m e n t  o f  t h e  a s su m p t io n  i n  te rm s
o f  t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  t h e  s e r i e s .
The main e q u iv a l e n c e  i s  t h a t  o f  ( i i i )  and ( i v ) .  T h is  was
p ro v ed  by M i l l e r  ( [ 1 9 6 6 ] ) .  **
D e f i n i t i o n  U.1  : I f  ( i v )  h o l d s ,  t h e n  t h e  c h a in  (W } i s  s a i d------------------------  n
t o  be g e o m e t r i c a l l y  e r g o d i c .  **
D e f i n i t i o n  H .l  i s  n o t  t h e  g e n e r a l l y  u s e d  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  
g e o m e t r ic  e r g o d i c i t y ,  b u t  r a t h e r  t h a t  w hich h o ld s  when t h e  
c h a in  i s  t r a n s i e n t .  A g e n e r a l  Markov c h a in  P i s  s a i d  t o  be  
g e o m e t r i c a l l y  e rg o d ic  when |p  -  tt | < M. , z „ .  , w here
cJ «J U d/ \
z < 1 ,  M < f o r  a l l  i , j ,  and t t . . = l im p 
1 <] 1 'J 1 J n -X» 1
The c o n c e p t  o f  g e o m e t r ic  e r g o d i c i t y  has  b e e n  w id e ly  s t u d i e d .
( n )K e n d a l l  [1959] showed t h a t  i f  one s e q u en c e  {p '}  ap p ro a c h e s
U
i t s  l i m i t  g e o m e t r i c a l l y  f a s t ,  t h e n  a l l  do : h e n c e  we can  sp e a k
o f  t h e  c h a in  a s  b e in g  g e o m e t r i c a l l y  e r g o d i c .
I n  t h e  t r a n s i e n t  c a s e ,  tt e 0 . V e re -J o n e s  [ 1 9 6 2 ] showed
t h a t  g e o m e t r ic  e r g o d i c i t y  was e q u i v a l e n t  t o  R - t r a n s i e n c e  o f  t h e
( n )c h a in  f o r  some R > 1 ,  and t h a t  t h e  {p. „ t h e n  have  a  common
l j
b ^ s t  r a t e  o f  d e c r e a s e ,  g iv e n  by 4  . Hence we can  u s e  z i n
K 1
Lemma l+ .M iv )  a b o v e ,  and s i n c e  we assume (W } t r a n s i e n t ,5 n
ou r  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  g e o m e t r ic  e r g o d i c i t y  a g r e e s  w i t h  t h e  g e n e r a l
o n e .
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Definition 4.2 : $!z)=Z c z will be called the
— ...........  -  ■ . c o
generating function for the chain {W^}. **
The next result is based on a lemma of Feller ([1966],p.570). 
Lemma 4.5 : There is a solution to the equation
y(z) = 1  (4.12)
if and only if there is a solution other than unity to the 
equation
4>(z) = 1.  (4.13)
If p > 1 is a root of (4.12), then p 1 is a root of (4.13),
and conversely.
Proof : For j > 1, define
Y. = l, Pr{S. < 0,..,S < 0,S = j)j n=l 1 — n-1 — n 0
Y, and y* can "be interpreted as 
J J
Y. = Pr{first entry to [-°°,o] occurs at -j}
J
-(4.14).
Y. = Pr{first entry to [ 1,°°] occurs at j } ,and
respectively.
Analogously with (4.10) we put
y(z) j5i b  z
j — (u.15)
Then Feller ([1966], p.570,(3.6)) gives what is essentially
- 1 -1 - $(z) = (1 - y (z" ))(1 - y (z)) 
-1
-(4.16),
for z e (rQ,l) , where r^  ^is the radius of convergence in 
Lemma 4.4(i).
6k.
Feller gives this equation for z = e^\ hut it is obvious
from the analytic nature of the series involved that it will
hold for any complex z within the inteisection of the regions
of convergence of the series $(z), y(z) and /(z ^).
Since y < 1, y(z) converges for 0 < |z| <1.
J
$(z) we have assumed converge! t for r^ < |z| <_ 1.
y(z) = Z 1 Pr{S > 0,..,S . > 0,S = - j } z'1j=o n=l 1 n-1 n
j=o n=l k=l PriS., > 0 ,. . ,S „ > 0 ,S1 n-2 n-1 =k}c-j - k
Pr {S > 0,..,S >0,S _ =k}z"k Ek c . z Jk=l n=l 1 * n-2 ’ n-1 j
-(. 17)
-1 -k -1Now for l < z < r  , E c , z °  converges. On the other hand,—  o ’ -oo j
E.. Pr{Sn > 0,..,S . >0,S =k} = Pr{k is a ladder height}n=l 1 n-1 ’ n
< 1 ,
and hence for z > 1,
?_ Pr (S > 0,..,S , > 0,S =k)zk=l n=l 1 n-1 n
-k
converges.
Thus y(z) is convergent for 1 < z < r ^ , y(z converges for
z e (rQ ,l), and we are justified in quoting (U.l6) for r^ < jz| <1, 
or, if we take z to be real, for z e (rQ ,l).
From {h.l6) it is obvious that if p > 1 is such that y(p)=l, 
then 4>(p =1.
On the other hand, suppose there is a non-unitary root of 
<J>(z) = 1.
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S i n c e  4>'l) = 1 ,  and s i n c e  y ( l )  < 1 ,  we must  have y ( l ) = l ,  
from ( 4 . l 6 )  -  a r e s u l t  we can a l s o  s e e  from t h e  f a c t  t h a t
y ( l )  = E. Pr  (S < 0 , . . , S  , < 0 ,S  > 0}n= l  1 — n -1  — n
= P r { h i t t i n g  t i m e  o f  (0,°°) i s  f i n i t e }
i f  t h e  walk  i s  t r a n s i e n t .  ( S p i t z e r  [ 1 9 6 4 ] ,  p . 189 ) .
Both y ( z )  and y ( z  a r e  m o n o t o n i c ,  t h e  f o rm e r  i n c r e a s i n g  
and t h e  l a t t e r  d e c r e a s i n g  w i t h  z .
Hence i f  p < 1 i s  such  t h a t  3>(p) = 1 ,  s i n c e  y ( p )  < 1 by t h e  
above a r g u m e n t , we must  have
y(p = 1 from ( 4 . l 6 )  and t h e  lemma h o l d s .  **.
To i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  above lemmas we i n c l u d e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
d i a g r a m s ,  4 . 1  and 4 . 2 .
Diagram 4 . 1 ( b )
From Assumption  4 . 1 ,  r Q < 1 e x i s t s  so  t h a t  $ ( z )  and y ( z  a r e
b o t h  d e f i n e d  f o r  r  < z < 1 .  I f  t h e r e  e x i s t s  p < 1 such  t h a t
o  —
$(p)  = 1 ,  t h e n  b o t h  4>(z) and y ( z  must  have  t h e  b e h a v i o u r  shown 
i n  d iag ram s  4 . 1 ( a )  and 4 . 1 ( b ) .
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I f  t h e r e  i s  no v a lu e  o f  p < 1 such  t h a t  $(p)  = 1 ,  t h e n  we 
g e t  t h e  ty p e  o f  b e h a v io u r  shown i n  d iag ram  U.2.
Diagram  4 . 2 ( b )Diagram U. 2( a )
Diagram U. 2( c )
In  t h i s  c a s e  y ( r  and $ ( r  ) m ust c o n v e rg e  t o  a  q u a n t i t y  l e s s  o o
th a n  u n i t y .
Diagram ^ . 2 ( c )  shows t h e  b e h a v io u r  o f  y ( z  i n  t h i s  c a s e ;
d iagram s h.2(a. )  and U. 2 ( b )  e x h i b i t  t h e  two p o s s i b l e  ty p e s  o f
b e h a v io u r  t h a t  $ ( z )  may h a v e .  I n  d iag ram  U . l ( a ) , $ ( r Q) < 1 ,  b u t
i n f ^  $ ( z )  i s  a t t a i n e d  a t  a  p o i n t  i n  t h e  i n t e r i o r  o f  t h e  r e g i o n  o f  
o-----
c o n v e rg e n c e .  I n  d iag ram  U . 2 ( b ) , $ ( r  ) <1  and <I>(r ) < $ ( z ) ,  r  < z < l .o o o —
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We s h a l l  r e t u r n  in  C hapter V to  th e s e  two cases  and show th e  
d i f f e r e n c e  in  "behaviour t h a t  th e y  e x h i b i t .
I t  shou ld  he s t r e s s e d  t h a t  diagram s h .1 and k. 2  a r e  meant 
only  as a gu ide  and no t as an a c c u ra te  d e p i c t i o n ;  f o r  example, i t  
i s  o f  co u rse  p o s s i b l e  in  diagram U .l  t h a t  $ ( r  ) shou ld  be d iv e rg e n t ,  
or t h a t  r^  = 0. This i s  no t an im p o rtan t  d i s t i n c t i o n  f o r  our 
p u rp o s e s ,  and i t  i s  hoped th e s e  diagram s p r e s e n t  a l l  t h e  s a l i e n t  
f e a t u r e s  o f  t h e  cases  c o n s id e re d  and r e n d e r  t h e  arguments used in  
th e  t h e s i s  a l i t t l e  c l e a r e r .
Combining th e  r e s u l t s  o f  Lemmas U .l  and U .5 , we have th e  
major r e s u l t  o f  t h i s  c h a p te r .
Theorem U .l : A s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d i t io n  f o r  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  a
s t a t i o n a r y  measure f o r  t h e  c h a in  {W^ } i s  t h a t  t h e r e  e x i s t  a
ro o t  p < 1 o f  th e  e q u a t io n  
rI c x— oo p = l . - (b. lQ)
I f  such a ro o t  e x i s t s ,  th e n  {W } has a s t a t i o n a r y  m easure { q . } ,
n j
3 = 0 ,1 , . .  g iv en  by
q. = u ( j )  + i  u ( j - r )  [1 -  p]p r  ----- ( U.1 9 ) .
<] r ~ - L
Proof : From Theorem 3 .3 ,  a s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d i t io n  f o r  a
s t a t i o n a r y  measure t o  e x i s t  f o r  {W^ } i s  t h a t  a s o l u t i o n  t o  ( ^ .4 )  
and ( U. 5) shou ld  e x i s t  : a s t a t i o n a r y  m easure i s  th e n  g iven  by 
<10 = 1. = u ( j )  + u ( j - r )  a r  , j = l  , 2 , .  . .
where {a^}, r = l , 2 , . .  s o lv e s  (U.1+) and (1+.5).
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By Lemma 4.1, a sufficient condition for a solution {a^} of 
(4.4) and (4.5) to exist is that there exist a solution p > 1 to the 
equation
xJ = 1 ---(4.20)
°  J
is then given by
ay = [1 - p 1]pr .
From Lemma 4.5, p is a solution to (4.20) if and only if 
p  ^ is a solution to (4.l8).
Hence if a root p < 1 of (4.l8) exists, then
q^ = u(j) + u(j-r) [l - p]p r is a stationary measure for
{W }. **n
§2. Theorem 4.1 is probably the most important result of this 
thesis. The condition it gives, that $(p) = 1 for some p <1, is 
easily verifiable for any given random walk, and is obviously 
satisfied for a much larger class of walks than those for which 
there exists j < 0 such that c^ = 0, r < j ; this was the only 
previous class of random walks for which a stationary measure 
was known to exist from the Harris-Veech conditions.
We can at this stage illustrate Theorem 4.1 with some examples. 
Example 4.1 : The Bernoulli, or simple, random walk.
This, the simplest one dimensional random walk, is defined by
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c_1= q = 1-p
ck = 0 ,  k * 1 , - 1 .
We r e q u i r e  p > q f o r  t r a n s i e n c e .
In  t h i s  case  $(x) = x  ^ q + x p ,  and a r o o t  t o  (U .l8 )  i s  
a ro o t  o f
q + x 2p = x .
This has two r o o t s ,  x = 1 and x = ^ p .
Now th e  B e rn o u l l i  walk w ith  p > q has EOC ) > 0 ,  and hence
d r i f t s  t o  +°°; t h a t  i s ,  f o r  any j  >_ 0 t h e r e  i s  an n such t h a t
S > ,1. As S -  S , i s  a t  most 1 , s in c e  c = 0 ,  r  > 1 , S n — ° n n -1  r  * n
must th u s  pass  th rough  every  s t a t e  j  >_ 0 ;  i t  i s  easy t o  se e  t h a t  
u ( j )  = P r{ j  i s  a la d d e r  h e ig h t}
s  1 ----- (U.21)
f o r  t h i s  w alk .
Hence q. = u ( j )  + Z u ( j - r )  . [ l  -  p]p"J r - l
X (p/^)r
p ,  [1 -  (P / q ) J ]
1  + ( 1  -  ^
1 + (1 -  * 'p )  ^
1 -  P/q
= 1 + (*=*) . ( P/ q ) .  ( ).(1 -  ( P/q)'1)P Q. P
= ( P/ q ) J ----- ( U. 22)
I t  i s  well-known t h a t  f o r  B e rn o u l l i  walk t h e r e  i s  a un ique
TO.
stationary measure for {W } given by q, = (*Vq)^ ; we have
J
verified this form in the transient case using Theorem 4.1. **
Example 4.2 : Right-continuous random walk.
A random walk for which cn > 0, c = 0, r > 1, is called1 r
right-continuous (Spitzer, [1964], p.2l). This is a general­
isation of the Bernoulli walk, in that any number of steps to 
the left may be possible. However, we still have the property 
of Bernoulli walk, that may increase by only one step at a 
time; and once again, if the walk is transient, must drift 
to +°°.
Thus, by the same argument that led to (4.21), we see that 
for a right-continuous random walk, v(j)= 1.
Hence from Theorem 4.1, we see that in this case, if a root 
p < 1 of the equation $(x) = 1 exists, then by the manipulation 
in (4.22), there is a stationary measure for {W^} given by
= P
-J
The following lemma shows that right-continuous chains are unique 
in this respect.
Lemma 4.6 r The only random walks for which a purely geometric
stationary measure, given by q = ax'^  , exists, are right-continuous
J
random walks for which a root p < 1 of the equation 3>(z) = 1 exists.
q. = p ^ , j=0,l,.. is a stationary measure for these walks.
J
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Proof : The above example shows that if the walk is right-
continuous with $(p) = 1, then q, - ~ ^,1 is a stationary measure.
Now let {W^} he any random walk, and suppose q = ax^ is
a stationary measure for {W^}.
Then k=o ^k ^11
= E q. c_ . ;k=o k 1-k 5
since q^  = ax^, this gives 
® k-1ax = ax , E x c., , k=o 1-k
_ooand thus , L  x c, k=l k 1 . ---(4.23)
-(4.24)
Also = kiG qk c , for any other j > 1;
, J j « k-Jand so ax = ax , E x c, , , k=o j-k
- O Owhich gives E c x =1. k=j k
Obviously (4.23) and (4.24) are incompatible unless c^ = 0, 
r > 1; since the walk must be able to increase in order to be 
transient, c^ = 0, r > 1 implies c^ > 0; and thus the walk is 
right-continuous.
Since it is right-continuous, (4.23) is merely the equation 
$(x "*■) = 1. Thus q = ax^ is a stationary measure only if {W^} 
is right-continuous and admits a solution x  ^to the equation 
$(z) = 1, and the lemma holds. **
7 2 .
Before  we le av e  r i g h t - c o n t i n u o u s  c h a i n s ,  we no te  t h e  
fo l lo w in g  f a c t s :
Lemma 4.7 : For r i g h t - c o n t i n u o u s  random w alk ,  {W } has a---------------  n
s t a t i o n a r y  measure {q.} g iven  by q = 1  and f o r  j  > 0 ,
J ®
( i )  q. = in  t h e  p o s i t i v e  r e c u r r e n t  case  : p ^ > 1 i s  a 
J
r o o t  o f  $(z)  = 1.
( i i )  q e 1 i n  t h e  n u l l  r e c u r r e n t  c a s e ;  p = 1 i s  t h e  only s o l u t i o n
J
of  $ ( z ) = 1.
( i i i )  q.  = p  ^ i n  t h e  t r a n s i e n t  c a s e ,  i f  t h e r e  i s  a s o l u t i o n  p< 1
J
t o  t h e  eq u a t io n  $(z)  = 1.
These a r e  t h e  only  c a se s  i n  which g e o m e t r i c ,  o r  c o n s t a n t ,  
s o l u t i o n s  t o  t h e  s t a t i o n a r y  e q u a t io n s  e x i s t .
Proof  : We n o te  t h a t  $(z)  converges f o r  z > 1 ,  and hence ,  i f
{W^ } i s  p o s i t i v e  r e c u r r e n t  and E(x)  = $ ’ ( l )  < 0 ,  t h e r e  must be a 
second r o o t  p ^ > 1 t o  $ (z)  = 1.
The working l e a d i n g  t o  (4 .23 )  and (4 .24 )  showed t h a t  q = ax^
U
s a t i s f i e d
»j = E pkj > ----- ( 4 . 25)
- 1 ,i f  and only  i f  {W^ } was r i g h t - c o n t i n u o u s  and $(x ) = 1.  I t  d id
not exc lude  x = 1 as a p o s s i b l e  r e s u l t ,  nor  d id  i t  r e l y  i n  any 
way on t r a n s i e n c e .
To show ( i i ) ,  we no te  t h a t  f o r  q. E l  t o  s a t i s f y
J
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1 = q = . E q . E c o j=o -3 r
oo —oo
= ,E Z C3=o - 3  3
00 —OO
we need 1 == E Z c 3=o - j  r
OO —00
= -E. E c + £ c 
3=1 -3 r  o r
0 0  0 0  
= j=i J c- j  + § cr
= j =i  J c- j + (1 " c i )
which holds i f  and on ly  i f  $ * (1) = c -  E J c
1 3~ l “3
= 0 .
T h is ,  from Lemma 2 .2 b ,  occurs  i f  and on ly  i f  t h e  walk i s  n u l l  
r e c u r r e n t .
This e l im in a te s  th e  ro o t  p = 1 as le a d in g  t o  a s t a t i o n a r y  
measure f o r  {W^ } : i f  a second r o o t  t o  $(z)  =1  e x i s t s ,  as i t  
must in  th e  p o s i t i v e  r e c u r r e n t  c a se  and may in  th e  t r a n s i e n t  c a s e ,  
th e n  (U .25) shows t h a t  q = ax^ has only  t o  s a t i s f y
0 0  V  — 0 0
1 = E ax E . c k=o r= -k  r
in  o rd e r  t o  be a s t a t i o n a r y  m easure .
00 r  rE c . E xr=o - r k=o
r +1 - r00 1 -  XE c r=o - r 1 -  X
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a OOz oo Tc - x £ c x1-x r=o -r r=o -r
a
1-x [1 - c^ - x [l - c^ x 1
= a,
since $(x ^ ) = 1
Thus the existence statements of (i) and (iii) all hold, 
and since uniqueness was shown by the appeal to (4.23) and (4.24) 
used earlier in the proof, the lemma holds. **.
Although this last lemma has little to do with exemplifying 
Theorem 4.1, we shall use it in the next section to lead into some 
results concerning the uniqueness of the form of stationary measure 
given by (4.19).
§3. We have seen that in the recurrent case, a stationary measure
for a Markov chain exists and is unique. For the transient case,
this uniqueness is no longer generally true (c Derman [1955] for
specific examples, and Harris [1963] for results in branching processes).
In this section we shall derive some uniqueness 'theorems for
the chain (W }.n
Definition 4.1 : For the underlying random walk {S^} , the reverse
walk {S' } is defined byn
pr{s; = - i} - c 'j-i
= q.j-
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For r e v e r s e  random w a l k ,  we n o t e  t h a t  we have  d u a l  f o rm u la e  
such  as
Pr  {S > 0 , . . , S  _ > 0 , S  = j } =  P r { S ' < 0 , . . , S ’ . < 0 ,S»  = -  j  } *,1 * * n -1  n ° 1 n -1  n
t h i s  t y p e  o f  r e s u l t  l e a d s  t o  an i n t e r e s t i n g  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  o f
a = l im  [ v ( r - k , l ) / v * ( - k , l )  ] . 
r  k-*°° ,keK
Let  M be  t h e  i n d e x  a t  wh ich  m i n ( S . , . . , S  ) f i r s t  o c c u r s ,  n I  n
Then ? .  Pr{S ,  < 0 , . . ,S < 0 ,S = J } n= l  1 — n - 1 — n
= ? .  L  P r  S < S . , . . .  ,S < S _ ,S = j , M = m}n= l  m=l n — 1 n — n -1  n n
oo n -1
= _£■, Pr{S > S , i = l , . .  , m - l , n= l  m=l l  m
S. > S , i = m + l , . . , n - l , l  — m
S = S = m n u
+ Pr{S < S . , i = l , . . , n - l , S = j } n l  n
E, Pr{S < 0 , . . , S  < 0 ,S  = j} -  £ Pr{S_ > 0 , . . , S  _ > 0 ,m=l 1 m-1 m n=o 1 n -1
S = 0} n - (4 .26)
by t h e  d u a l i t y  p r i n c i p l e  and i n d e p e n d e n c e  o f  (X^, . . ,Xm) and
(X , . ,X N .m+1 ’ n
From ( 4 . 2 6 )  we can w r i t e
v ( r - k , l )
v * ( - k , l )
E. P r{S ,  < 0 , . .  ,S < 0 ,S  = r - k }n= l  1 — n -1  — n
T? . E P r  {S < 0 , . . , S  < 0 , S  = j }j  =- k  n=l  1 — n - 1 -  ’ n
as
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v(r-k,l)
v*(-k,l)
Pr{Sn < 0,.., S < 0,S =r-k} n=l_____ 1_ __’__n_ n_____
Pr{S < 0,. . , S < 0,S < -k}n=l 1 ’ n n — -(U . 27)
Now using the reversed chain defined in Definition U.l, we have
k-r }v(r-k,1) 
v*(-k,l)
I, Pr{S' > 0,.., S' . > 0,S n=l 1 ’ ’ n-1 ’ n
Pr{S ’ > 0,. . , S' . > 0,S* > k} n=l 1 * * n-1 ’ n —
u * (k-r)
J.u-U) (It.28)
where u'(j) = Pr{S' > 0,..,S' > 0,S' = j).n=l 1 n-1 n
Since E(x') = -E(x), the reverse chain is positive
recurrent if {W } is transient, from Lemma 2.2.h; and from Lemma n
3.1, {u' (j ) } is the unique stationary measure for { W M  .
(K )Then we have that a , if it exists, is the limit of ar
ratio of terms in the stationary measure of the ieversed random
walk; and hence, if there is a stationary measure for {W } , there
is also a stationary measure {q " } which is the convolution of the
sequence u(j) and a sequence of limits of ratios of u'(,j).
We can use this property to begin our discussion of uniqueness
for the transient walk {W }.n
In the last section we looked at right-continuous random walk, 
and saw that it retained one of the characteristics of Bernoulli 
random walk; namely, if there was a root to ‘K x )  = 1, then
right-continuous random walk admits a geometric stationary measure.
TT.
A random walk is left-continuous if c n > 0 ,  and c-1 r
We begin our discussion of uniqueness with an example which 
we shall later see retains the other characteristic of Bernoulli 
walk, its uniqueness.
Example U.3 : Left-continuous random walk.
0 ,
r < -1. This the obvious alternative generalisation of Bernoulli 
walk.
Since the columns of P in this case are finite, we know there 
is a stationary measure for P from Theorem 3.1; this also 
follows from Theorem U.l.
and
n (K)Hence q. = u (j ) + a
„00a 1 . v(:= lim #r k-^jkeK v
qj
t \ J= u(j) + rI1 -k
and both stationary measures for P.
(K )That these two sequences {q , '} and {q } are both stationary
J J
measures if the latter is,is of course perfectly general.
However, in the left-continuous case we can use (i+,28) to actually
(K)derive a value for a
From (U.28) a (K) . u' (k-r)lim ------
k-x»,keK £ u ’ ( j )
K
now
if the walk is left-continuous then obviously the reverse walk is 
right-continuous : and for right-continuous positive recurrent
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c h a i n s ,  t h e  u n iq u e  s t a t i o n a r y  m easu re  i s  g iv e n  by u ' ( j )  = ,
.s a  so li  
u ’ ( k - r )
w here p i l u t i o n  o f  $ ( z )  = 1 .  T h is  comes from Lemma U. T( i ) .
k - r
n  ' l k - r  ) r
Thus
k u ' ^
00  ^
Z  O 3
= [ 1  -  p ] p ~ r ,
(K) - rand = [1 — p ]p f o r  a l l  s e q u e n c e s  K. **
T h is  s u g g e s t s  t h a t  l e f t - c o n t i n u o u s  random w alks  may have  a 
u n iq u e  s t a t i o n a r y  m e a s u re ;  and i n  f a c t  t h i s  i s  s o .  S in c e  
r i g h t - c o n t i n u o u s  random w alks  a r e  t h e  o n ly  ones  f o r  w hich  u ( k ) =p  , 
we m ig h t  a l s o  s u s p e c t  t h a t  o n ly  f o r  l e f t - c o n t i n u o u s  random w alks 
do we have  u n iq u e  s t a t i o n a r y  m e a s u re s .  T h is  i s  p a r t i a l l y  con­
f i rm e d  by
Theorem U.2 : The o n ly  random w alk  {W } w i th  f i n i t e  column-------------------- ' n
sums ( i . e .  f o r  which t h e r e  e x i s t s  r  < 0 such  t h a t  c .  = 0 , j  < r )
J
w hich a d m its  a  u n iq u e  s t a t i o n a r y  m easu re  i s  t h e  l e f t - c o n t i n u o u s  
random w a lk .
I n  e v e ry  o t h e r  c a s e  t h e r e  a r e  u n c o u n ta b ly  .many s o l u t i o n s  t o  
t h e  s t a t i o n a r y  e q u a t i o n s .
P ro o f  : From Example 2 .1  we know t h a t  s t a t i o n a r y  m easu res
e x i s t  f o r  such  {W }.n
L et c .  = 0 ,  j  < - r , f o r  some r  > 0 ,  and  l e t { u , }  be  a s t a t i o n a r y  
J J
m easure  f o r  {W }, u n o
Then we have
: ; l e t  c > 0 .-r
u = E u .  c 
1 o j 1 - j
T9.
= c, + C un + . . + c u 1 o 1 -r r+1
from the second stationary equation.
Thus
Ur+1 = tc-rrl [ul - °1 - co U1 -••• - °-r+l \ ]’ ---(U-29)
and u .„ is a linear combination of the first r+1 u., where ther+1
coefficients of the combination are determined uniquely by the c.,.
If we assume u . to be such a linear combination of (u ,u ,„,u ) r+j o i ’ r
for j=l,..,k-l, we have, from the (k+l)1*1 stationary equation,
,£ u. c. . j o j k-j
= c, + c, _ un + ... + c u , k k-1 1 -r r+k’ -(U. 30)
and u . is also a linear combination of (u ,i, ..,u ) with r+k o l* r
coefficients depending only on the c_^ .
On the other hand, the first stationary equation only gives
1 = u .£ u. * c. J=o J -j k
1  cj + l-i cr-i? f* ]u + .. + c u , -r r ---(U.31)
For r=l (that is, for left-continuous random walk), (4.31)
has only the solution u = [l - c - c _] [c ] ; since u , r > 1,1 o - l  -l r
are uniquely-determined as linear combinations of ^u^, UQ) s ^ere
is a unique stationary measure for {VO.
Conversely, if r >_ 2, there is an uncountably infinite number
of solutions (u ,u,,..,u ) with u = 1 to (4.31), and the theorem o' 1 r o
is proved.
8o.
Corollary U.l : Let c , j=-r,-r+l,... be a probability
J
distribution, and let {W } be the random walk defined fromn
c }, j = - r , - r + l . Then if (u q ,u ^,..,u^) is any vector
satisfying (i+.3l) with u = 1, there is a unique stationary measure
{u^ ,}, 1=0,1... for {W } with (u ,u, ,.. ,u ) as its first r+1 elements, j n o l r
Proof : Given such a sequence (u ,..,u ), we can define
u ,u iteratively as in (U.29) and (*4.30) so that {u.}, 3=0,1,r+l r+^ i J
is a stationary measure for {W }.
Since this procedure leads to a unique value of ur+^ which solves 
ehe (k+l) stationary equation, such a stationary measure is unique.
We conclude this chapter with three lemmas on the growth rates 
of stationary measures of {W^}.
Lemma h.3 : Let {W } be such that there is a root p < 1 of--------  n
$> (z ) = 1.
If {q^ .}, j=0,l,.. is a stationary measure for {W^} with 
generating function
q;z) = qj ZJ,
then 0,(z) has radius of convergence sq <_ p .
Proof : Let {q } be a stationary measure for {W^}.
oosince q. = E q. p, . , that for z < s , j k=o k kj o
We have,
OO T OO OO TE q zd = .E E q p zJj=o J J=o k=o Hk kj
oo k 00 l -k= , E q . z  E p, . zJ k=o ^k j=o rkj
# *
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= . £ q. z k=o k
9°  1
k=o qk Z
r -k  -9? c + c- I  ~r  ' j = l  “ j - k
oo r» oo i  ’
E , c z + Z _ c z J r = - k  r  j = - k + l  j - (4 .34)
Now i f  t h e  r i g h t = h a n d  s i d e  o f  ( 4 . 3 4 )  c o n v e r g e s ,  we have  t h a t  
( 4 . 3 4 )  i s
j l o  zJ < J o  \  zk ' * ( z ) ’
and hence  $ ( z )  > 1 and z <p.
I f  t h e  r i g h t  s i d e  o f  ( 4 . 3 4 )  d i v e r g e s ,  t h e n  we have  z < r ^ ,  
t h e  r a d i u s  o f  c o n v e rg e n c e  o f  $ ( z ) .  S i n c e  r  < p i f  $ ( p)  = 1 ,  
we have  z < p .
Thus i f  z < s , t h e n  z < p ,  and we h a v e ,  as  s t a t e d ,  s < p .* *  
o  o  —
C o r o l l a r y  4 . 2 For  a  c h a i n  f o r  which  t h e r e  e x i s t s  p < 1 such
t h a t  $( p)  = 1 ,  t h e r e  i s  a  s t a t i o n a r y  m easu re  {q } o f  t y p e  a. which
J
i s  s l o w e s t  growing i n  t h e  s e n s e  t h a t
Q :z)  = J o  aM Z’1
has r a d i u s  o f  c o n v e rg e n c e  p .
P r o o f  : I f  {q } i s  a  s t a t i o n a r y  m easu re  o f  t y p e  a ,^ t h e n
J
<lj = u ( j )  + r | 1 u ( j - r ) a r  .
P u t t i n g  U(z)  = Z u ( j )  z ^ ,
O oo
A(z)  = 1 +  ^ a zr  1 r
g i v e s  Q(z)  = U ( z ) A ( z ) - (4 .35 )
S i n c e  u ( j )  = P r { j  i s  a l a d d e r  h e i g h t }  < 1 ,  t h e  r a d i u s  o f
c o nve rgence  o f  U(z)  i s  1 ,  and he nc e  t h e  s q f rom ( 4 . 3 5 )  mus t  he  t h e
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same as  t h e  r a d i u s  o f  c o n v e rg e n c e  o f  A( z ) .
I f  t h e r e  i s  a  r o o t  p < 1 o f  $ ( z )  = 1 ,  t h e n  t h e r e  i s  a
s t a t i o n a r y  m easu re  o f  t y p e  cx w i t h  a .  = ( l  -  p)p ; f o r  t h i s
d
m easure  we o b v i o u s l y  have  t h a t  A(z)  h a s  r a d i u s  o f  c o n v e rg e n c e  p ,
and hence  s = p .  **o
Lemma U. U : I f  $ ( r Q)< 1 ,  t h e n  f o r  any s t a t i o n a r y  m ea su re  {q. }
o f  {W },  t h e  r a d i u s  o f  c o n v e rg e n c e  s o f  Q(z)  = I  q.  z'  ^ i s  such 
n o j= o  ,]
t h a t  s < r  . o — o
P r o o f As i n  ( U. 3U) _ i f  z < s , we haveo
00 1 00
.E q . z c < E q zJ=o k=o
CD . V .  CO T
E. c z + E _ c z ür=k  -r j = - k + l  j ----- ( U. 36)
I f  s > r  , t h e n  f o r  z such  t h a t  r  < z < s , ( ^ . 3 6 )  would o o o — o ’
h o l d  and would g i v e  $( z )  > 1.  S i n c e  $ ( z )  < 1 ,  r ^  <_ z < 1 ,  t h i s
would be  a  c o n t r a d i c t i o n ,  and he nc e  we must  have  s < r  . **o — o
Lemma h .5  : I f  Q(z)  = E q . z^ , where  {q } i s  a  s t a t i o n a r y
J o J J
measure  f o r  {W^}, i s  c o n v e rg e n t  on i t s  r a d i u s  o f  c o n v e rg e n c e  s ,
t h e n
( i )  i f  t h e r e  e x i s t s  p < 1 such  t h a t  $( p)  = 1 ,  t h e n  s q < p
( i i )  i f  $ ( r  ) < 1 ,  t h e n  s < r  .o o o
P r o o f  : I f  Q(s ) < 00, t h e n  ( U. 3^)  i s  v a l i d  f o r  z = s . S in c e---------  o o
t h e  i n e q u a l i t y  i s  s t r i c t ,  we h a v e ,  by t h e  a rg um en ts  o f  t h a t  lemma, 
t h a t  s q < p .  S i m i l a r l y ,  i f  s q = r ^  i n  ( H . 3 6 ) ,  s i n c e  $ ( r  ) < 00 
we would f i n d  <J>(r ) > 1 ,  which  i s  no t  p o s s i b l e .  Hence s < r  . **
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We s h o u ld  s t r e s s  t h e  p o s s i b l y  vacuous  n a t u r e  o f  some o f  t h e  
above r e s u l t s  : f o r  ex am p le ,  we do n o t  know w h e th e r  t h e  g e n e r a t i n g  
f u n c t i o n  Q(z) o f  a  s t a t i o n a r y  m easu re  can  e v e r  be  c o n v e rg e n t  on i t s  
r a d i u s  o f  c o n v e rg e n c e ,  n o r  i n  f a c t  do we know w h e th e r  s ^ ,  t h e  
r a d i u s  o f  c o n v e rg e n c e AQ (z)>may be  s t r i c t l y  l e s s  t h a n  e i t h e r  p o r  
r  . I t  i s  p e r f e c t l y  p o s s i b l e  t h a t  e q u a l i t y  i n  Lemmas 4 .3  and 
4 .4  may a lw ays h o l d ,  and some p a r t i a l  r e s u l t s  by t h e  a u th o r  make 
t h i s  r a t h e r  p l a u s i b l e .
However, t h e  jemmas above do show t h a t  t h e  t a s k  o f  f i n d i n g
s t a t i o n a r y  m easu res  o t h e r  th a n  t h a t  o f  Theorem 4 .1  w i l l  p r o b a b ly
be r a t h e r  d i f f i c u l t .  They m u s t ,  i n  t h e  g e o m e t r i c a l l y  e r g o d ic
c a se  t h a t  we a r e  c o n s i d e r i n g ,  have  a g e o m e t r i c  r a t e  o f  i n c r e a s e ;
how ever ,  n e i t h e r  {q .}  no r  { a .}  can be s t r i c t l y  g e o m e t r ic  u n l e s s
J J
t h e r e  i s  a  r o o t  p < 1 o f  $( p)  = 1 ;  and i t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  t o
v i s u a l i s e  what s o r t  o f  se q u en c e  {a }, o t h e r  t h a n  a  s t r i c t l y
J
g e o m e t r ic  o n e ,  m ig h t  s a t i s f y  ( 4 . 4 )  and ( 4 . 5 ) .
We l e a v e  t h i s  p ro b le m , and i n  t h e  n e x t  c h a p t e r  we go on t o  
lo o k  a t  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  R - s t a t i o n a r y  m easu res  and f u n c t i o n s  , 
d e f i n e d  in  C h a p te r  I  §4,  f o r  t h e  c h a in  {W }.
CHAPTER V
§1. Recall that in Chapter I, §4, we showed,following
Vere-Jones [1962], that all the series
•n ( \ y (n) n P..(z) = 2 p.. z11 O 11
have a common radius of convergence which was denoted by R, the 
convergence parameter of the chain P, We also showed that 
Pü (R)< 00 for all i=0,l,..,or P^(R) diverges for all i=0,l,... 
The matrix P was classified as R-transient or R-recurrent, 
according to which of these two properties held.
We make the following useful definition (cf. Vere-Jones, 
[1967], p.365) :
Definition 5.1 : If P..(z)< i=0,l,.., then the matrix is------------  n
said to be z-transient.
Hence P is z-transient if z < R or if z = R and P is 
R-transient.
We also make, in ar alogy to Defj nit icn 1.6,
Definition 5.2 : u is a z-stationary measure for P if it is
a solution to the vector equation
u = z u P  (5.1)
v is a z-stationary function for P if it is a solution to
v = z P v  (5.2)
(5.1) and (5.2) are called the left and right stationary 
equations respectively. * *
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Vere-Jones ([1967], p.370) showed that, for z > R, there are 
no z-stationary measures or functions : he also proved ([1962]),
as we saw in Theorem 1.5, that if z = R and P is R-recurrent, 
then unique R-stationary measures and functions exist.
Thus we are concerned only with solutions to (5.1) and (5.2) 
in the z-transient case.
In this section, we find necessary and sufficient conditions 
for {W } to have a z-stationary measure, and in the next section 
a sufficient condition similar to that of Theorem U.l is derived.
§3 gives a fairly complete answer to the existence question 
for z-stationary functions for {W^}.
From Theorem 1.6, it is clear that for a z-transient Markov 
chain the existence of a z-stationary measure is equivalent to 
(1.37) holding, with R replaced by z.
The following lemma gives another rather obvious equivalence. 
Lemma 5.1 : A z-stationary measure for an aperiodic irreducible
z-transient matrix P = (p^.) exists if and only if there is a
sequence K such that
lim \ i (z)
k-*°° ,keK
Qi(z), i = 0,1,.. -(5.3)
exists and is also a stationary measure.
Proof : The proof of this result is similar to that of Theorem
1.3 and Lemma 1.3; we therefore give it only in outline.
Firstly,
n / \ (n) n0 1 z) = E p zki n=l ki
« « (n-l) n-1z p. . + z E E p z p*ki n=2 r=o fkr ^ri
z p + z I Q. (z) p . ki r- o kr ri .U)
We also have, as in Lemma 1.3,
\ j (z) = \ i (z) Lij(z) + i V z) — <5-5)
By the same diagonal selection argument used in Lemma 1.3, 
(5.5) shows that for any sequence K' there is a subsequence K 
of K’ for which
lim [Q, .(z) / Cl (z) ] = Q (z) 
k-x» ,keK KO J
j = 0,1,..
exists.
Dividing (5.*0 by Q (z), and taking the limit through suchK O
a K, we see that a necessary and sufficient condition for
{Q (z)},
lim lim 
j X» k-x»,keK
to be a z-stationary measure is that
z Piy ^kr^Z ^ k^i
-z  r = J  P r i
= 0, i=0,1...
■(5.6)
Substituting for Q^r(z) in (5.6) from (5.5), and noting from 
(5.5) that
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we see that (5.6) is in fact equivalent to (1.37); since (1.37) 
is equivalent to the existence of a z-stationary measure, the lemma 
holds. **
Although the above proof is just a sketch, it is easy although 
at times tedious to verify each step in the proof as was done in 
Theorem 1.6.
We now turn from the above general result to the particular 
case of the chain {W^} defined by (2.2).
For this chain we have the following interesting result, 
part of which was given in Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 5.2 : If the chain (Wn) is transient, then it is also
R-transient.
R is given by
R 1 = inf $(x). ---(5.7)
0 < x <_1
Proof : The proof of R-transience is due to Heathcote, and is
given when inf $(x) is attained in the interior of the
0 < x <_ 1
region of convergence of $(x) (see Diagram U.2(a)) in Heathcote
([1967], p.35). The result in the case when the infimum is
attained on the boundary of convergence is not yet published.
The fact that
R"1 = inf $(x)
0 < x <_1
is well-known, and proofs are given by several authors : the
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earliest seems to be that of Chernoff [1952], who showed
essentially this result, although in a rather different context. **
Since we assume transience for the chain {W }, the above lemman
shows that{W } is z-transient for 0 < z < R.n —
We see also that Lemma 5.1 holds for 0 < z <_ R, and we shall 
use the results and methods of Chapters II, III, and IV to arrive 
at conditions for (Q^(z)} to be a stationary measure for {W^} . 
Lemma 5.3 : For the random walk {W^}, the quantities
Qi(z) = lim [Qki(z) / Qko(z)]> i=0>l,*-, z 1 R » 
k-*» ,keK
are,for any subsequence K for which they exist, of the form
Q.(z) = Uj(z) + r|1 uj_r(z) ar(z)
where u (z )e 1 u. (z) = E.. z11 Pr{S^ > 0,..,5 . > 0,S = j}o .1 n=l 1 n-1 n
and a (z) r lim
v(r-k, z) 
v*(-k,z)
.8)
.9)
.10)k^°°,kEK
where v(r-k,z) = I z11 Pr{S. < 0,..,S . <  0, S = r-k}n=l 1 —  n-1 —  n
and v*(-k,z) = E., z11 Pr{Sn < 0,..,S n < 0,S < -k} as in (2.9)n=l 1 —  ’ n-1 —  * n —
and (2.10).
Proof : From equation (2.23) we can find, by identifying the
coefficients of x^ as we did in deriving (2.35) from (2.32), that
Qkj(z) = u^(z). v*(-k,z) + uj_r(z).v(r-k,z) ---(5.11)
We have already shown, in the proof of Lemma 2.6, that
89.
QkQ(z) = v*(-k,z).
Hence Vz) t \ . i f \ v(r-k,z)u . ( z) + £. u. (z) //■ \r=l j-r (-k,z)
-(5.12)
-(5.13)
and taking the limit through any K for which the Q.(z) are
defined gives our result. **
We notice that neither the Q.(z) nor the a (z) are notationallyl r
connected with the subsequence K through which they were derived. 
Provided always that the possibility of there being more than one 
such limit is realised, no inconvenience is caused by this.
In this thesis, at least, no ambiguity will arise : for rather 
than attempt to evaluate (a^(z)} for any subsequence for which it
exists , we shall examine general solutions of the form 
qj(z) = UjU )  + r=l V r U )  "r - (5. 1*0
Definition 5.3 If {q . (z)} , j=0 , 1 defined by (5.1*0 is a J
z-stationary measure or function it will be called a z-stationary 
measure or function of type ex. **
Not unexpectedly, we find
Theorem 5.1 : A necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of a z-stationary measure, z <_R, for the chain
is that there exist a solution {a.}, j=l,2,..,to the equations
J
a = £ £ zn Pr{S > 0,..,S > 0,S =j-r)aj r=j n=l 1 n-1 n r
and £. ( £ z Pr{S, >0,..,S > 0,S < -r})ar=l n=l 1 * ’ n-1 n —  :
--- (5.15)
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= 1 - En zn Pr{S, > 0,...,S 0,S < 0) ---(5.16)n=l 1 n-l n —
If such a solution exists, then (q.} ,3=0 , 1 given by (5.1*0
J
is a stationary measure.
Proof : We set the proof out in three steps
(i) For J + 0,
z, E u, ( z) p, . = z c . + z , E, E, zn Pr{S, > 0,.. ,S > 0 ,S =k} k=o k j k=l n=l 1 n-l n
k - J
oo n+T oo .z c. + E, z .E. Pr(S >0,..,S >0,S =k,S =j}.1 n=l k=l 1 * ’ n-l * n ’ n+lu'j
V z) -(5.17)
For j = 0,
2 J o  V z) pko = 2~I °j + 2 J i  nil "n Pr{Sl> °*--’Sn-l> 0’Sn=k)
= E, zn Pr{S > 0,. . ,S . > 0,S <0} ---(5.18)n=l 1 n-l n —
Since, in the notation of (l.l), for the chain{ W }» ’ n
(n)Pr{S, >0,..,S > 0,S <0 }  = f , the quantity on the right1 n-l n —  oo *
in (5.1Ö) is F (z), which we know to be unity if and only if {W^} 
is z-recurrent. By our assumption of transience and from Lemma 
5.2, {W } is z-transient, 0 < z < R, and thus {u. (z)} is not a 
z-stationary measure for {W^}.
(ii) Now let {a } ,r = 1,2,.. be any sequence of non-negative r
numbers, and put
9 1 .
qj ( z )  = Uj U )  + ui - r { z ) a r - (5 .1 9 )
Then f o r  j  ^ 0 ,
r A .  r l l  V r ( z )  "r ^kj
k-1
= z
h  “ k pkj + z k = l  r = l  \ - r ( z )  “r P1
Z A “k Cj - k + z A ar k £ r +1 n i l  Z Pr{Sl  ” ° ’ - - ’Sn - l > 0 ’ Sn=k- r>
• Cj - K
oo oo oo *4" 1
z E a, c ♦ Z a E_ zxl x Pr{S > 0 , .  . ,S > 0 ,S  > 0 ,S  A =j -r }  k=l  k j - k  r * l r n = l  .1 ’ * n-1 n ’ n+1 °
r l l  n i l  z” P r l S l  ” ° * " > Sn - l  > ° - Sn = J ' r } “r
J / x  OO 0 0  n  .  X
Z, u .  ( z ) a  -  a.  + E. a z Pr{S > 0 , . . , S  , > 0 ,S  = j - r }r= l  j - r  r j r=j  r n= l  1 n-1  n
. 2 0 ) .
Hence,  from ( 5 . 1 7 )  and ( 5 . 2 0 ) ,  f o r  (q ( z ) }  t o  s a t i s f y
cJ
z Jo \ (z) pkj = qj ( z )  ’ •1=1>2 ’ "
i t  i s  n e c e s s a r y  a n d ' s u f f i c i e n t  t h a t
0 0  oo
i. = z ,  e_J r=j n = la .   Z.  E, z “ Pr{S,  > 0 , . . , S  .. > 0 ,S  = j - r } a1 n-1 n ] - ( 5 . 2 1 ) .
We a l s o  h a v e ,  f o r  j = 0 ,
z E u.  ( z ) a  p 1j = l  r = l  j - r  r Fj o
= z E a p + z En E^ E. z 11 Pr{S.. > 0 , . . , S  , > 0 , S = j - r }j = l  J j o  j = l  r = l  n= l  1 n-1 n °
. p.  a j o  r
9 2 .
0 0  v oo 0 0  n+1 00 ,
z .E a . c + E a E z E - Pr{S > 0 , . . , S  , > 0 ,j = l  j  - j  k r = l  r  n = l  j = r + l  1 n -1
S = j - r , S  < - r }  n n+1 —
= E, E, z11 Pr{S .  > 0 , . . , S  . > 0 ,S  < - r } ar = l  n= l  1 * n -1  ’ n — r
From ( 5 .2 2 )  and ( 5 . 1 Ö ) ,  {q ( z ) }  s a t i s f i e s  t h e  f i r s t  s t a t i o n a r y
J
- ( 5 . 2 2 )
e q u a t i o n
^ k=o ^ k ^ Z  ^ -^ko
i f  and o n l y  i f
En E- z P r { S n > 0 , . . , S  , > 0 ,S  < - r } ar = l  n= l  1 * n -1  n — ]
= 1 -  Z. zn Pr{S > 0 , . . , S  . > 0 ,S  < 0 }  ----- ( 5 . 2 3 )n= l  1 n - 1  n —
( i i i )  The above s t e p  shows t h a t  a  s e q u e n c e  { q . } d e f i n e d  by ( 5 . 1 9 )
J
i s  a  s t a t i o n a r y  m easu re  f o r  i f  and o n l y  i f  t h e  d e f i n i n g  s e q u en c e
{a } s a t i s f i e s  ( 5 . 2 1 )  and ( 5 . 2 3 ) .  r
Hence t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  a  s o l u t i o n  t o  ( 5 . 2 1 )  and ( 5 . 2 3 )  i s
c l e a r l y  s u f f i c i e n t  f o r  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  a  s t a t i o n a r y  m ea su re  f o r
(W } : t h e  s t a t i o n a r y  m ea su re  i s  g i v e n  by ( 5 . 1 9 )  where{a  } i s  t h e  n r
s o l u t i o n  found .
Tha t  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  such  a  s o l u t i o n  i s  a l s o  n e c e s s a r y  f o l l o w s
from Lemmas 5 .1  and 5 . 3 .  They a s s e r t  t h a t  i t  i s  n e c e s s a r y  t h a t  
( Q^( z ) }  be  a  s t a t i o n a r y  m e a s u r e ,  and t h a t  ( Q^( z ) }  i s  o f  t y p e  <*, 
d e f i n e d  by ( 5 . 1 9 )  w i t h
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ar = ar(z) =
It is clear from the preceding step that (Q,,(z)} is a 
stationary measure only if (a^(z)} is a solution to (5.21) and
(5.23). Thus the necessity of our condition holds, and the 
theorem is proved. *
This result gives us a necessary and sufficient condition for
as that in Theorem 3.3, which in fact it reduces to for z=l.
We could of course derive the Harris-Veech type condition that 
Theorem 5.1 is equivalent to, but it does not seem instructive to 
do so. Rather we go on to derive from Theorem 5.1 a widely 
applicable sufficient condition.
§2. Assumption 5.1 : In this section we shall again make
Assumption 4.1, that $(x) converges for x e (rQ ,l], r^ < 1. **
This assumption enables us, amongst other things, to 
differentiate $(x) , at least from the left, for x e (r ,l];when 
such a differentiation is valid we put $'(x) = D$(x) with the 
understanding that this differential may only be defined from 
one side.
As before, we try a geometric solution to (5.15) and (5.16),
the existence of a z-stationary measure for {W^} of the same form
with results rather similar to those of the last chapter.
9 .^
Setting Yj(z) = n|x ^  Pr{S1 > 0,..,Sn_1> 0 ,Sn = -j},j=0,l,..
■(5.2U)
we have 
Lemma 5*3 : a = ßp is a solution of (5.15) and (5.16) if and r z
only if
3 = 1 - p-1
and p satisfies z
jlo V z) pi “
.25)
.26)
?. Y ,(z) ßp'] r=j r-j z
Proof : For $p^ to satisfy (5.15) we need
.1. vjz)ßPzr+J 
ßp„~ JL Y„(z) p^ 
ßP.
r=o r 
r
z r=o 1r 
r -(5. 27)
(5*27) holds if and only if (5.26) does.
“1 I*To evaluate 3 = 1 - p , we substitute a = 3p in (5.16) andZ I* z
carry out exactly the same manipulations that led to (U.9).
To utilise the condition of this lemma fully, we once again 
employ a Wiener-Hopf decomposition of $(x).
We put
y(z,x) = ? Y (z) x**r=o r
OO OO£ Z_ xr z Pr{S, > 0,..,S , > 0,S = -r}•=o n=l 1 ’ n-1 n
— (5.28)
r h  nil x z PrfSj < 0....S < 0. S - r}---(5.29)and y ( z ,x)
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Feller ([1966], p.570) gives, for |z j < 1, x = e ^  , the 
following equation :
1 - z $>(x) = [l - y (z ,x-1)] [l - y( z ,x) ] ---(5.30)
It is obvious, from the analytic nature of this result, that it 
will hold for all pairs (z,x) for which the series $(x), y (z »x 
and y{z,x) are convergent.
$(x), from Assumption 5.1, is convergent for x £ (r ,l]; to 
evaluate the regions of convergerce of the other two series, we 
shall need the concept of conjugate variables.
Definition : The family of random variables (X(u) , u e (r ,l]},
defined on the integers by
Pr{X(u) = j} = [»(u)]”1 uJ c. ---(5.31)
is said to be conjugate to X. **
An account of conjugate variables, and results obtained by
using them, may be found in Keilson [1965] and Heathcote [1967],
and in Feller [1966], where they are called associated variables.
As in Chapter II, we let (X^Cu)} , n=l,2,.. be a sequence of
random variables distributed independently and identically as X(u).
We put S (u) = X.(u) + ... + X (u) n 1 n
and
W (u) = max (0,W - (u) + X (u )) .n n-1 n
Lemma 5,k : (i) = j} = [<I>(u)]n u  ^ Pr{Sn(u) = j}
(ii) {W^(u)} is: transient if and only if $’(u) > 0;
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null recurrent if and only if $'(u)=0; 
positive recurrent if and only if $ ’(u)< 0. 
Proof : (i) can be shown inductively, beginning with (5.31).
To show (ii), we use Lemma 2.<b.
Putting x) = E^ x^  Pr{X(u) = j} , we have 
(x) = E jxJ-1 IXu)]“1 uj c ,u j
and hence (l) = E j u'^  [ ( u ) ] ^ c.
---— —r$[uT
u♦try
00 •?_!
E c.
J
<t>’ (u) -(5.32)
Since u [<I>(u)] ^ > 0 ,  the necessary and sufficient conditions on
$ ’(l) for transience and recurrence of {S (u)} become the conditions u n
on $'(u) given in our lemma, because of (5.32).
Lemma 9.5 : (i) For fixed z, 1 < z < R, there are at most two
solutions to the equation
$(x) = -  --- (5.33)z
(ii) There is always a solution p^ of (5.33) for
1 < z < R for which $ ’(p q ) >_ 0; equality may hold only if z = R.
(iii) If there exists p^ such that $ ’(p^)=0, then
$(p^) = R ■*■. If such a p^ does not exist, then there is only one
solution p to (5.33) for 1 < z < R, and $ ’(p ) > 0. z —  —  z
Proof : Since the walk is transient, < W l )  > 0; hence
by Assumption 5.1, there exists c < 1 such that $(x)< 1, x c [c,l).
9 7 .
■ oo Y —00 r
S i n c e  <J>(x) = ^ c x  + £ x c  , and t h e  f i r s t  o f  t h e s e  i s  
1 r  o r
m ono ton ic  i n c r e a s i n g  w h i l s t  t h e  l a s t  i s  m ono ton ic  d e c r e a s i n g ,  i t  
f o l lo w s  t h e r e  can  be  a t  m ost two s o l u t i o n s  t o  ( 5 . 3 3 ) .  ( c i .  d iag ram
4. 2 ) .
However, s i n c e  we know R ^ = i n f  $( x)  , i t  f o l lo w s  t h a t
0 < x <_1
one s o l u t i o n  a t l e a s t  w i l l  e x i s t  f o r  ( 5 . 3 3 )  i f  1 <_ z <_ R. I t  i s
a l s o  c l e a r  t h a t  $ ' ( p  ) > 0 i f  p i s  t h e  o n ly  s o l u t i o n  t o  ( 5 . 3 3 )o — o
(Diagram  4 . 2 ( b ) ) ;  w h i l s t  i f  t h e r e  a r e  two s o l u t i o n s  p, and p1 o
w i th  pQ > p ^ ,  t h e n  0 ’ ( p q ) > 0 ,  <J>’ (p ^ )  < 0 .  (Diagram  4 . 2 ( a ) ) .
S in c e  R ^ = i n f  $( x)  , i f  <I> (p)  = 0 f o r  some p t h e n  
0< x<_ 1
$( p)  = R ^ (D iagram  4 . 2 ( a ) )  : i f  su ch  a p does  n o t  e x i s t ,  t h e n
t h e  in f in u m  o f  $( x)  i s  a t t a i n e d  on t h e  b o u n d a ry  o f  c o n v e rg e n c e
(Diagram  4 . 2 ( b ) )  and one s o l u t i o n  p^ t o  ( 5 . 3 3 )  e x i s t s ;  from t h e
above p a r a g r a p h s ,  i t  i s  o b v io u s  t h a t  <f>’ (p ) > 0.  **o
U sing  Lemma 5*4 we now i n v e s t i g a t e  t h e  r e g i o n s  f o r  w hich  ( 5 . 3 0 )  
h o l d s ,  and s e e  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a lw ays a  s o l u t i o n  p^ t o  t h e  e q u a t io n  
y ( z , x )  = 1 ,  1 <_ z <_ R,  and t h a t  <l>f ( pq ) >_ 0;  w h i l s t  t h e r e  i s  a
s o l u t i o n  p^ t o
y ( z , x  ■*■) = 1 i f  and o n ly  i f  t h e r e  i s  a  s o l u t i o n  p^ t o  
$ ( z )  = — f o r  w hich  $ ' ( p , )  < 0.
Lemma 5*6 : L e t  z , 1 < z < R, be  f i x e d  and su p n o se  t h a t  p i s----------------  o — o— o
= —  f o r  w hich  $ ' ( p  ) > 0.  z o —o
t h e  r o o t  o f  $( x)
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Then y(z^,x) is defined for |x| <_ p^, and y(z^,po ) = 1.
Proof : We have the generalised Sparre-Anderson formula for the
generating function of the ladder heights and indices, given by
oo ny(? ,x)= 1 - exp{- E Zo E xr Pr{8 = r}} ---(5.3*0o n=l —  r=l nn
(see Feller [1966], p.569, or Prabhu [1965], p.l**2).
(5.3*0 holds for all x such that
nz
E. —  E x Pr{S = r} < «, n=l n r=l n -(5.35)
and also by continuity on the radius of convergence of (5.35). 
Now using Lemma 5.Mi), we have
Pr{S = j \OOn=l
nz
0
n 1—1"“3
nz
nil
0
n j^1
OO
nil
1
n
uO
J^1
) = z - 1
n o
n o ■(5.36)
Now -uu yo(z,x) as the generating function (5.29) defined for 
the underlying walk {S^p^)}.
Another application of the Sparre-Anderson formula gives us
that
7 (l,x) = 1 - exp{- E — E xr Pr{S (p ) = r}}---(5.37)' o n=l n r=l n o
As we saw in the proof of Lemma 4.5, y (l,x) < 1, x < 1; and
further, y (l,l) = 1 if and only if {W (p )} is transient or null- ' o n o
recurrent. (Lemma 2.2(a)).
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Comparing (5.36) and (5.37), this shows that y(z^,x) is
convergent at .east for 0 < x < p— o
Since {W )} is transient or null-recurrent if $'(p )> 0,n o  o —
and since we have assumed that p is the root of <I>(x) = —  foro zo
which the derivative is non-negative, we also see that
y(zq ,po) = 1. **
Since the above also shows that y(zQ,p^ ) is less than unity 
if p^ is a root of (5.33) with $'(p^) < 0, we would expect that this 
second root is the root of y(z,x )^ = 1. This is of course obvious 
if y(z,x) is convergent for |x| >_ p^; we show that this is so in 
the next lemma.
Lemma 5.7 : Again let zq be fixed, 0 <_ Zq <_ R. Then there is a
root p^ of
y (zo ,x_1) = 1 ---(5.38)
if and only if there is a root of
$>(x) = —  for which <J>'(p,) < 0. z 1 —o
Proof : Again we have the Sparre-Anderson formula
n
Y(zo>x-1) = 1 - exp J x -f r!0 x-r Pr{Sn = -r>) ---(5.39)
(Feller [1966], p.569; Prabhu [1965], p.1^5).
Now suppose p is a solution of $(x) = —  .zo
Then using the conjugate variables again, we have
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n nz zoo Q oo — r , oo o 00E, —  E x  Pr{S = -r} = E ~  Yn=l n r=o n n»l n r=o
Y — Y n=l n r=o
This quantity is convergent for x > p^;
x"r [<I>(p ) ]np rPr{S (p )--r} 1 1  n 1
[ ^ V  Pr{Sn(P;l)=-r} ---(5.1*0)
for x = p^ it reduces to
!. i Pr(S (p ) < 0} n=l n n 1 —
Again from Lemma 2.2(a), (5.*+l) diverges if and only if
(W^Pf)} is recurrent; by Lemma 5.*+ this happens if and only if
$' ( P1) <_ 0.
Thus p^ is a solution to y (zq ,x Y  = 1 if and only if 
$( p ) = —  and $' (p ) <_ 0. **
-L Z JLO
We use Lemma 5.7 in the next section; Lemma 5.8 we utilise 
immediately.
Theorem 5 2 : A sufficient condition for the existence of a
z-stationary measure for {W^}, 0 < z <_ R, is that there should exist 
a solution to the equation 
$(x) = z ^
for which $>'(p )< 0.z —
There is then a z-stationary measure given by
q(z) = u (z) + 5 u. (z) [l - p ]p “r ---(5.^2)J r-i j-r z z
Proof : From Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.3, we see that (5.^ +2) is a
stationary measure for (W } if p is a root ofn z
Y(z,x~1) = 1. <5.U3)
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Lemma 5.8 shows us that p satisfies (5.^3) if 4>(p ) = zz z
and $>'(pz) <_ 0, and the theorem is proved. **
We conclude this section, and our work on z-stationary 
measures, with the following theorem. It is really a corollary 
of Theorem 5-2, but we state it separately because of the 
relative importance in earlier work (Vere-Jones [1962], Pruitt 
[196U]) of R-stationary measures.
Theorem 5.3 : A sufficient condition for the existence of an
R-stationary measure for {W } is that there exist p such thatn o
*'(p ) = 0. ---(5.W)o
An R-stationary measure is then given by
q(R) = u (R) + I u (R) (l - p )p _r ---(5.^5)j r-1 j-r 0 0
Proof : Suppose $'(pQ) = 0 (the derivative here may exist only
from the right); then clearly
*(po> = I  ’
since R ^ = inf i’(x).
0<x<l
Since p is a root of $(p ) = —■ for which $'(p )< 0, Theorem o o R o —
5.2 applies, and we have that (5.^5) is an R-stationary measure
for {W }. **n
The above theorems give an answer to the existence question 
of z-stationary measures when there is a second root of the equation 
$(x) = z ^.
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When there is only one solution to this equation, we are 
reduced to the necessary and sufficient condition of Theorem 5.1, 
and it is not known if the equations of that theorem can be solved 
in this case.
§3. In this section, we use Lemma 5.7 to show that, for 
1 <_ z <_ R , z-stationary functions always exist for {W^}. Wiilst 
this could be done by the same technique that we used for 
z-stationary measures, that is, by finding conditions on the 
ratios [Q (z ) / Q (z)], and then utilising the form given,OK IK.
it is tedious, and we find that a geometric solution to the 
analogue of Theorem 5.1 always exists.
We therefore give the final result in one theorem, the 
proof of which will be in several steps.
We shall need the quantities, defined for 1 z R,
f* (z) = n|x zn P r ^  > -j,..,Sn_1 > -j,Sn < -J>, i > 0, ---(5.1*6)
fo (z) 5 1 ---- (5.1*7)
and f (z) = J 1 zn Pr{S1 < 0,,..,Sn_1 < 0 ,Sn=-J}, j > 0 ---(5.1*6)
f (z )e 1 ---(5.1*9)o
That (5.1*6) and (5.1*8) converge for 1 z R is clear from the 
fact that
f* (z) = z11 p.j n=l o^jo
(n)
F (z) jo
1 < z < R -(5.50)
1 0 3 .
and f . ( z ) 
J
n (n)
— n=l z p jo
» P. (z)j o
< » , 1 <  z <  R. ----- (5.51).
The convergence  in  (5 .50 )  and (5 .51 )  f o r  z = R i s  a  consequence 
o f  R - t r a n s i e n c e .
Befo re  s t a t i n g  and p rov ing  t h e  theorem,  we no te  t h a t  t h e  
z - s t a t i o n a r y  measures o f  ty p e  cx in  t h e  l a s t  s e c t i o n  were o f  t h e  form
V z) = UJ (Z) + r i l  UJ - r  (z)  V — (5.52)
The c o n d i t i o n s  on t h e  sequence  (oi^} were found hy n o t in g  t h a t
u (z )  = Lq^ ( z ) i n  t h e  n o t a t i o n  o f  Chapter  I  §H, and t h a t  t h e  sequence
{u (z)} t h u s  s a t i s f i e d  a l l  b u t  t h e  f i r s t  s t a t i o n a r y  e q u a t io n .
J
We th u s  added a te rm which was a co n v o lu t io n  o f  {a ) andr
(u ( z ) } ,  where t h i s  t ime we may r e g a r d  t h e  u . ( z )  as b e in g  t h e  
J J
g e n e r a t i n g  f u n c t i o n s  o f  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t i e s
Pr{n i s  a l a d d e r  index  and S = ,1}.n
This  view o f  t h e  z - s t a t i o n a r y  measure (5 .52 )  m o t iv a t e s  t h e  
fo l l o w in g  r e s u l t .
Theorem 5 .^  : For 1 <_ z <_ R, t h e r e  i s  always a z - s t a t i o n a r y
f u n c t i o n  f o r  {W^ } • I t  i s  g iven  by
j
rj (z)  = f * ( z)  +6 r i l  f j - r  (z )  D •(5.53)
where p i s  i n  t h e  s o l u t i o n  o f  4>(x) = — f o r  which 4>1 ( p ) >_ 0 and
24
ß = [ l  -  F ( z ) ]  [ l  -  y ( z ) ] - 1 ; y (z)  i s  d e f in e d  by ( 5 . 2U) ,  and oo o o
Fq o ( z ) by ( 1 . 5 ) .
lOU.
P ro o f  : ( i )  S ince  f * ( z )  = F ( z ) ,  i t  can be deduced from t h e  p ro o f
J J
of  Theorem 1 .5  t h a t  f * ( z )  s a t i s f i e s  a l l  bu t  t h e  f i r s t  s t a t i o n a r y
J
e q u a t io n  in  t h e  z - t r a n s i e n t  c a s e .
We h av e ,  f o r  1 < z < R
z Z p f * ( z )  = z p + z I p Z zn Pr{S > - k , . . , S  > - k , S < - k }o ,1k k ,1o k=l *Mk n=l 1 ’ n-1  r rjo
00 n+1 00 ^ c + Z ( zn x Z c. . Pr{S > - k , . . ,S > - k ,  -.1 r  n=l  k=l  k-1 1 n-1
S < -k} n —
m  oo n  X 1 oo
z Z c + Z. z ,Z_ Pr{S = k - j , S 0 > n> - j  ,- j  r  n=l  k=l  1 2 °  * n-1
S < - j }  n —
(by t h e  d u a l i t y  p r i n c i p l e )
n h z P r { S i .  - J , . . , Sn_i>  - j . S n £ - j } -< 5 . 51*)
Thus f o r  j  ^ 0 ,
21 p ,5k f * ( z ) "  fI(z);
f o r  j = 0 ,  z Z p . ,  f * ( z )  = Zn zn Pr{Sn > 0 , . . , S  n> 0 ,S  < 0}u * o * j k  k n=l  1 n-1  n —
< 1
s in c e  t h e  walk i s  z - t r a n s i e n t ,  as we saw i n  t h e  d i s c u s s i o n  fo l low ing
( 5 . 1 8 ) .
( i i )  As b e f o r e ,  we add t o  t h e  sequence  (f* ( z )}  a
j
co n v o lu t io n  t e rm ,  t h i s  t im e  o f  an a r b i t r a r y  sequence  {ß }, j - 1 , 2 , . . ,
d
and {f ( z ) } ,  j = 0 , l , . . ;  f , ( z )  i s  t h e  g e n e r a t i n g  f u n c t i o n  f o r  t h e
J d
p r o b a b i l i t i e s
Pr{n i s  a s t r o n g  descending  l a d d e r  index and Sn= j }, as 
can be seen from (5.^+8) by t h e  d u a l i t y  p r i n c i p l e .
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Consider a sequence
v.U) = f*<«) + X ’ J=1'2 ’"
vo(z) = 1,
when {0^} is any sequence of non-negative real numbers.
As in §1 of this chapter, we find necessary and sufficient 
conditions for (v.(z)} to be a z-stationary function for {W^}.
*(5.55)
z , Zz. p.v ( kZ. f z) 3 ):=1 1 jk r=l k-r r
OO
= z Z k=l Pjk °k '
OO
z kil
00= z . Z. 3, c, 00+ z ZnHII k k-j r=l
k-1
>J k  ^r=l k-r
Z_ z Pr{S < 0,..., i=l 1
S < 0 ,S = r-k) n-1 * n
oo oo oo n-f 1 OO= z , Z. 3V C. . + Z. 3 Z. z x ,Z _ Pr{S < 0,...k=l k k-j r=l r n=l k=r+l 1
S < 0,S =r-k,S , = r-j} n-1 n n+1
= Z. 3 Z, z11 Pr {S < 0,..,S = -(j-r)}r=l r n=l 1 n
= £, 3 f. (z) - 3 + Z. 3 ?, zn Pr{S. < 0,..,r=l r j-r j r=j r n=l 1
S < 0,S = r-,1 }---(5.56)n-1 n
Thus for v.(z) to solve 
J
2 J o  pjk V z) = vj(z)
for j > 0, it is clear from (i) and (5.56) that it is necessary and 
sufficient that
6J ■ Jj ßr nil Z" Pr{Sl < °"->Sn-l < ° ’Sn = ^  } ~ {5'57>
For {v (z)}to solve 
J
Z J o  Pok vk(z) ■ X*
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from (i) and the second last line of (5.56) it follows that we need
X, ß E, zn Pr{S, < 0,.. ,< 0,S =r} =1 - ”, zn Pr{S, > 0,.r=l r n=l 1 n-1 n n=l 1
S > 0,S < 0}n-1 n —
---(5.58)
Thus (5.57) and (5.58) are necessary and sufficient for a 
z-stationary function defined by (5.55) to exist.
Although this result is interesting in itself, in that it 
opens up the possibility of non-uniqueness of z-stationary 
functions of type J3. (that is, defined by (5-55)), we need only 
look for geometric solutions to (5.57 and (5.58); for as we see 
in the following paragraphs, these always exist.
(iii) A geometric solution ß. = ßp^, j=l,2,.. satisfies (5.57)
J
if and only if
ßp J = X ßpr+J ”, zn Pr{S,< 0,.. ,S , < 0,S =r} r=o n=l 1 * n-1 n
= ßp'"’ X pr X zn Pr{S, < 0,..,S , < 0,S =r);r=o n=l 1 ’ n-1 ’ n
that is, if and only if
X pr X, zn Pr {S < 0,..,S ,< 0,S =r} = 1 ---(5-59)r-o n=l 1 ’ * n-1 n
(5.59) is equivalent to
X, pr X, z11 Pr {S, < 0,..,S , <  0,S =r } r=l n=l 1 * * n-1 n
= 1 - ”, z11 Pr{S, < 0,..,S ,< 0,S =0}n=l 1 n-1 n
---(5.60)
(iv) To discover whether there exists a root p of (5.60), we 
utilise the results concerning y(z»x) of* last section.
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We have, for r > 0,
E, z11 Pr{S, < 0,..,S < 0,S = r}n=l 1 — n-1 — n
E. zn Pr{S < S. ,.. ,S < S . , S = r} n=l n — 1 n — n-1 n
(by the duality principle)
E-. z Pr{S, < , S < S, . ,n=l k-1 k 1 k k-1
s < s , . . ,  s < s ,k — k+1 k — n-1
S, = S = r } k n -(5.6l)
Here we have decomposed the event {n is a weak descending
ladder index and = r} according to the position of the first
descending ladder index k for which S = r.
K.
Continuing (5.6l) we get,by the independence of
and (Xk+1>..,Xn) :
“ nE z Pr(S, < 0,..,S , <  0,S = r>n=l 1 — ’ n-1 — n
E zn i Pr{S < 0,..,S, < 0,S, = r} .n=l k=l 1 k-1 k
Pr{S, > 0,. . ,S > 0 ,S =0}1 — n-k-1 — n-k
k£l Z Pr(S1 < O , . . ^  < 0,Sk =r).
Z, zn'k Pr{S. > 0,..,S , > 0,S , = 0}n=k 1 —  n-k-1—  n-k
J i zk Pr{si < 0----sk-i< °-sk=r K
E zn Pr{S, > 0,. . ,S > 0,S =0} n=o 1 — n-1— 5 n
■(5.62)
However, we have
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E zn Pr{S > 0,. . ,S > 0,S =0} = E z11 Pr{S < 0,. . ,S < 0,S =0} n=o 1 —  n-1 —  n n=o 1 —  * n-1—  n
(from Lemma 2.1)
[1 - £ zn Pr{S < 0,.. ,S < 0,S =0}]1 1 n-1 n
-1
•(5.63)
The last step of (5*63) is from recurrent event theory (Feller 
[1966], p.577).
Substituting from (5.63) in (5.62) we have, upon 
multiplying both sides of (5.62) by pr and summing over r,
E, pr E. z11 Pr {S < 0,..,S < 0,S =r>r=l n=l 1 — * n-1 — * n
[1 - ? zn Pr{S < 0,..,S . < 0,S =0}]-1 E_ pr E. zn1 1 n-1 n r=l n=l
---(5.64)
(v) From (5*64) we can see that p is a root of (5.6o) if and 
only if p is a root of
XL xr E_ zn Pr{S, < 0,..,S < 0,S =r) = 1. --- (5.65)r=l n=l 1 — * * n-1 — n
In the notation of §2,(5.29), we have (5.65) as
y(z ,x) = 1. . ---(5.66)
Now from Lemma 5.6, we know that p is a root of (5.66) if and
only if p is the root of
4>(x) = i
for which $'(p) >_ 0.
We know from Lemma 5.5(ii) that such a root always exists.
Pr S < 0,.. ,S , < 0,S =r} 1 n-1 n
1 0 9 .
Hence we have  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a lw ays  a  r o o t  p o f  ( 5 . 6 o ) ,  and 
hence  a lw ays a g e o m e t r ic  s o l u t i o n  t o  ( 5 . 5 7 ) .  To e s t a b l i s h  t h e  
th e o re m ,  we have  o n ly  t o  e v a l u a t e  ß by s u b s t i t u t i o n  o f  ß^ = ßp'  ^ i n  
( 5 . 5 8 ) .
T h is  g iv e s
ß Zn pr  ?_ zn P r{S ,  < 0 , . . , S  < 0 , S  = r }r = l  n = l  1 n -1  n
= ß [1 -  Z. z 11 P r  {S-. < 0 , . . , S  < 0 ,S  = 0}]n= l  1 n -1  n
( from ( 5 . 6 0 ))
= ß [1 -  1  z n P r {S-, > 0 , . . , S  > 0 , S  = 0}]n = l  1 n -1  n
by t h e  d u a l i t y  p r i n c i p l e .
Thus from ( 5 . ^ 8 ) ,  u s in g  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n s (5 .2 * 0  and ( 1 . 5 ) ,  
we have
B = [1 -  y  ( z ) ] " 1 [1 -  F ( z ) ]  o 00 -(5.67)
* *and t h e  th eo rem  i s  c o m p le te .
We rem ark  t h a t  t h e  form ( 5 . 5 3 )  i s  a z - s t a t i o n a r y  f u n c t i o n  even
i f  {W } i s  z - r e c u r r e n t : f o r  i n  t h i s  c a s e  F ( z )  = 1 and ß = 0 from n 00
( 5 . 6 7 ) .  Thus v ( z )  = f * l z ) ,  w hich  we know from ( i )  above t o  be  a 
J J
z - s t a t i o n a r y  f u n c t i o n  in  t h e  r e c u r r e n t  c a s e .
I t  i s  a l s o  i n t e r e s t i n g  t o  n o t e  t h a t  nowhere i n  t h e  above p r o o f ,  
e x c e p t  i n  p a r t  (v ) ,  have  we u s e d  even i m p l i c i t l y  any a s su m p t io n  
c o n c e rn in g  t h e  b e h a v io u r  o f  $( x)  f o r  x < 1.
The th eo re m  does go th ro u g h  even  f o r  R = 1 ;  in  t h i s  c a s e  p = 1 
and we know y ( l , l )  = 1 f o r  t r a n s i e n t  w a lk ,  a s  was s e e n  i n  t h e  p r o o f
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of Lemma 4.5 (cf. Spitzer [1964], p.189). Thus there is a 
constant solution to (5.59), and a stationary function of form 
(5.53) exists : it was already known that a stationary function 
existed, as we mentioned in Chapter I §4.
We conclude with the theorem in the case z = R.
Theorem 5.5 : For the random walk {Wr}, there is always an
R-stationary function given by
v (R) = f* (R) + 3 I. f. (R) pr , j J r=l j-r
where f* (R), f. (R) and 3 are defined by (5.46) - (5.49) andj J-r
(5.67),
and
0(p) = inf $(x) . *
0<x<l
111.
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